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unified parks plan proposed 
You may not see any big two service clubs. Terraceview Lodge. 
change for a while, possibly a Sheridan's idea, if adopted by In the horseshoe area, there's 
long while, but there is a move city council, could speed up the a narrow strip of land north of 
afoot to have "mini-parks" process by encouraging groups properties on DeJong Crescent. 
developed everywhere in Ter- who might have otherwise re- South of Keith there are three 
race. mained dormant to come for- other sites: a large area facing 
One idea for developing these ward with some constructive Haugland and bordering the 
parks was put forward by aider- proposals, rear of private properties facing 
man Danny Sheridan last week. There are currently 10 park- the west side of Braun, a narrow 
He said he borrowed the idea designated sites waiting for pro- sloping strip from Sparks to 
from the Vancouver Parks posals. On the bench, there is an Pear south of the apartments in 
Board, who have decided the area of about one city block a that area, and a small section 
best way to develop several small short distance north of Dairy be- just east of this between Sparks 
parks-designated properties was tween Thomas and Munrde;" an. and Tetrault. There are also two 
to encourage service clubs or other slightly smallei' •site sections bordering the Skeena 
neighborhood groups to take bordered by Gait, Munroe and River. One is just north of the 
charge and do the work them- Eby, and above the arena a strip Dudley G. Little Bridge and the 
selves, between the Birch Hill and other runs south of the CNR 
Sheridan says there are several Johnstone St. areas that runs right-of-way from the old 
A recited marked the emd of the first year of operation for areas ofparklandinTerracethat from the north edge of the Skeena Bridge to about The 
thq Northwest Academy of Performing Arts last Week. One are small and may never be de- developed area all the way down Motel. The last piece of avail- 
ofthe school's studeots atso.showsra flair for composition: " ' velo~ed by the.city but could still the hill to Park Ave. Another able parkland is located on the M~fco,~Nieto ihclUded ani~0riginal work, "A:~-:T~ste:~of. ! . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ' . " . - ,~,~,~ 
Ter race" , ' ln  his guitar performance.. • ._~tiie Toop~h~to. " make . . . .  great r ~--p!ayg~ounds'.  ~ .picmc. area.to, n0te :s Sk~w:~a~k,  , ,  bench_ •slope south_,of, the. old_, 
~ . . . . . .  areas or flower gardens. His Idea Most people arm t aware that c~metary to the north end of 
. . . . .  :~ . : ' . . . .  ;' : " ' : : ' :  '~ . / has been sent to the Community this strip of parklandSurrounds Green St.- 
.... v , ' : ~ ' - " - "  " x ' - a n s "  ~ ~  mittee and Recreation Services Corn- 
• wren for a hard look and 
still on the move possiblyarecommendation.This idea isn't necessarily Rasmussen triumphs 
• i new.  The Parks and Recreation A veteran Terrace five-pin bowler topped the 84-player 
_ - Department has a long range field in Surrey on Saturday to earn a place in the Labatt's Lite 
The future of the Terrace Schneider says the "project is plan for developing all these five-pin bowling championship coming up Jan. 13 on CBC's 
Public Library expansion pro- currently estimated ~t about $1 sites; many with a process Sportsweekend TV show. 
ject looks good,.'~ii~cording:,~to million which would b¢ split similar, to that used at Skeena-• John Rasmussen emerged fromthe 10-game preliminaries 
library board chairman Willy equally..* between toeal.~,overn- -#iewe Park, where the Kfizsmen to gain a place in the 18-player, five-game rolloff to select wo 
Schneider. : • ment, the province and a library and a group of neighbors took best to compete for B.C. on the TV show. 
Schneider says members of fundraising drive. At?the present about $2,500 of city-owned Overall, Rasmussen turned in a 4086 score-- an average of 
the board met with Terrace city time, he says, a GO B.C. ap- equipment and tripled its value 272 per game. He beat out his closest competitor (Paul 
council about three weeks ago, plication for one-third of the in a playground development. Kitamura of Burnaby) by nine pins. 
and although there is still a lot of project cost has just been com- There are also long range plans Rasmussen won $250 provincial money while Kitamura 
organizational work to be done, pleted, at least one localindustry for a softball diamond and ten- picked up $200. He's on the opening show of the series 
the feeling at that meeting was has suggested they would be in- Iris courts at this park through against Saskatchewan's number two player. 
generally positive. At its Nov. 14 terested in contributing in some the cooperation of the city and 
meeting, council agreed to  way, and council seems to look 
discuss the library expansion at the project favorably. The 
project later this month when library must now come up with 
they look atthe economic and some definite plans, says 
planning strategies of-the city's Schneider. 
Fire,Year Comprehensive De- Once that's done, there could 
velopment Plan. In order to be a $400,000 referendum dur- 
determine what portion of the ing the civic election a year from 
project would be the respon- now and, if the response to that 
sibility of the city, council has referendum is favorable, the 
also asked city treasurer Keith project will begin early in 1991 
Norman to determine the and is expected to be completed 
percentage of rural users, sometime in 1992. 
The annual Happy Gang Centre Tea and Bazaar held last week provides a yearly opportuni- 
ty for all layers and ages of Terrace society to get together in a pleasant and informal 
setting. Afie Toop photo. 
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G iesbrecht goes:for 
provincial politics 
association presidency. : 
"The founding meeting is 
usually taken as the beginning of 
the campaign, and the time 
seemed to be right," Giesbrecht 
said regarding the timing of his 
announcement. He expects the 
riding's nomination convention 
to be held sometime in the spring 
of next year. 
Giesbrecht is a familiar figure 
to Terrace voters, having served 
as an alderman on city council 
from 1976 to 1981 and mayor 
for the four following years. He 
also spent one year as Terrace 
director for the Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stikine. 
"I've done my apprenticeship 
in representing constituents, and 
it's natural to seek a position to 
continue that service," he said. 
Forestry, the environment and 
native land claims are the three 
issues he believes are most 
critical in the Skeena riding. 
The support for his nomina- 
tion comes from • the general 
membership, he said. 
When asked if the number of 
interest,~gro~ps and candidates 
that could become involved in 
the nomination race might prove 
divisive to the local NDP 
organization, Giesbrecht said, 
"It's not normally divisive. This 
degree of interest is a good 
sign." 
The day after Larry Guno 
became the first candidate for 
the Skeena provincial New 
Democratic Party nomination, 
Terrace resident Helmut Gies- 
brecht became the second. And 
Giesbrecht says there are more 
to come. 
In an interview Monday he 
said there are four or five other 
potential candidates who are 
currently thinking of having a go 
at the nomination, but he de- 
clined to name them. "The last 
time I did that I was quoted in 
the press without confirmation, 
and a few people got upset," he 
explained. 
Giesbxecht, 46, has lived in 
Terrace and taught in schools 
here since 1967, when he gradu- 
ated from UBC with a 
bachelor's degree in education. 
He has been actively involved 
with the NDP since 1972 and has 
worked with several ocal cam- 
paign organizations, "Mostly on 
the 'grunt' level," he remarked. 
For the past two years he has 
been president of the riding 
association. 
The association held its 
founding meeting Nov. 18, and 
Giesbrecht announced his inten- 
tion to run for the nomination 
there. Kitimat resident Mike 
Corbeil has taken over the 
" sT.o  p+ 
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avai lable in the matern i ty  ward at  Mi l l s  Memor ia l  
ii Hospi ta l .  We i¢ili p i ck  up your  fo rms.every  week. 
APPLEBY - -  Karissa Grace Appleby was born at 
4:59 p.m. on November  11, 1989, Remdnl~rance 
Day,  weighing 8 lbs. 1 oz, Her proud parents are 
Leonard Appleby and Janice Hyham of  Terrace. 
% 
BL IGHTON - -  Wayne and Donna are i~appy to 
announce the birth of  their new son Jesse Dylan,  9 
lbs., on November  14, 1989.•.A brother  to Clayten 
and Cody. + 
MOCKFORD - -  Brent and Noreen are the proud 
parents  of  Brandon Jack,  born on November  6, 
1989 weighing 7 lbs, 7 oz. 
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HELMUT GIESBRECHT: I've done my ap- 
prenticeship in representing constituents. 
, .=  ".••% . :  
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LARRY GUNO: I'm not running as a native 
candidate but as an MLA' with three years' 
experience. 
Atlin MLA seeks new riding 
TERRACE --  Larry Guno was 
handed a knotty problem when 
Justice Thomas• Fisher redrew 
the B.C. electoral map. Guno is 
the MLA for the gigantic north- 
west riding of Atlin, and under 
the new electoral boundaries, his 
riding is going to vanish. 
He announced his decision 
Saturday --  Guno will seek the 
New Democratic Party nomina- 
• tion to run for the Skeena seat in 
the next provincial election. He 
was the first NDP hopeful to 
declare here: "'  
At a press conference •satur- 
day held in the Carpenters' Hall 
in Terrace, Ouno+said he had 
been agonizing over his future 
since the boundary changes were 
revealed several months ago. He 
had given serious• consideration 
to abandoning politics, he said, 
"but I feel I bring a unique 
perspective. •Iwas born and rais- 
ed here, I have a grasp of the 
issues." 
Guno, 49, was born in the old 
Nisga'a village of Aiyansh in the 
Nass Valley before it was re- 
located due to flooding. He left 
home at 15, and like most young 
native people at the time who 
wanted an education, he at- 
tended residential schools, in- 
cluding stays at schools in Alert 
Bay and Edmonton. He spent 
five years as a mill worker at the 
Watson Island pulp complex, 
worked for the Department of 
Indian and Northern Affairs, 
and then went to law school a t  
UBC. He graduated in 1979 and 
was called to the bar in 1980i 
having articled with Griffiths 
and Company in Vancouver. 
He established his own la~; 
practice in Vancouver, but told 
reporters at the press conference 
that the practice lias been vir- 
tually dormant since he entered 
provincial politics in the 1986 
election. In that.racehe d feated 
Stewart's Andy Burton, the 
SOcial Credit candidate, in- 
heriting the seat left vacant by 
the death of AI Passarel. 
Passarel had won the previous 
election as a New Democrat but 
subsequently crossed the floor to 
• join the Social Credit causus 
under Premier Bill Bennett. He 
died in a plane crash while cam- 
paigning for the 1986 Atlin 
Scored nomination., 
The Fisher commission on 
electoral boundaries, the r~om- 
mendations from which are ex- 
pected to become law early next 
year, carved Atlin into two 
pieces and attached each of them 
to other tidings. The northern 
section becomes part of  the 
Bulkley-Stikine, weighted at the 
bottom by the population 
centers of Smithers and 
Hazelton, and Stewart and the 
Nass Valley are included in the 
North Coast riding with Prince 
Rupert and the Queen Charlotte, 
Islands. 
New Democrats were left in a 
quandry+because two of their 
caucus members - -  Guno and 
Prince Rupert's Dan Miller -- 
will reside in the same riding 
when the next election comes 
around. Miller appears to have a 
firm base of support in North 
Coast. Guno said he decided to 
run in Skeena after talking to 
NDP members in the-riding and 
determining ~hat he had support 
here. He confirmed that he in- 
tends to take up residence in the 
riding. :" 
.Although he's the first to 
declare his intentions in this 
riding, Guno said there are 
others thinking about taking a 
run at the nomination. "I  have 
advised-them of my decision, 
and they are now Considering 
their options," he said, and 
added that he "doesn't have any 
illusions" about he possible dif- 
ficulty of securing the nomir/a- 
tion. 
Guno's biggest obstacle • may 
b~ convincing people that he 
is+t't a one-issue candidate] "I'm 
not running as a nativ'e can, 
di~late, but as an MLA with •• 
three years' experience," he 
said. Despite that statement, 
most of the questionsat he 
press conference related tO 
p oJiticai• issues surrounding the 
settlement of native land Claims. 
~uno characterized land 
claims as a non-partisan issue 
because veryone has a stake in 
the outcome. He said part of his 
success to date as an MLA has 
been convincing the Scored 
government hat land claims 
can't be ignored because the 
"litiginous route ).' currently be- 
ing pursued through the courts 
as a result of provincial govern- 
nient policy has created somueh 
ufi~ertainty. 
+ fit:theLpmt year the recently- 
creaied provincial Cabinet port- 
folio on native affairs has ac- 
quired increasing prominence. 
Commenting on minister Jack 
Weisgerber's performance in the 
role, Guno said with a smile, 
"He's not a bad guy, actually." 
He feels there is a con- 
siderable distance to go in_ the 
complex issue. "There's a 
tremendous amount of 
misunderstanding, and there 
haY e. been attempts to further 
that misunderstanding. Native 
people have aspirations toward a 
fair settlement, they want to be 
allowed to live in dignity and 
have access to opportunities. 
" I  think everyone genuinely 
wants a settlement so we can live 
in peace," he said. 
Guno sees other major issues 
in the electoral boundary re- 
distribution ("We lost one seat 
in the Northwest.") and in the 
regiOnal exi~/ironment. On the 
latt:e~r Subjec't he expressed con- 
cern about the "rampant and 
untrammelled resource xtrac- 
tion" occurring in Northwest 
• . , ~ .  
forests. 
It is likely that the successful 
candidate for the NDP nomina- 
tion will run against Socred in- 
combent Dave Parker. Guno 
says he's not underestimating 
Parker as an adversary, but he 
believes the controversial and 
outspokefi MLA can be beaten 
here.  "There's an excellent 
chance for the NDP to win here 
because Parker has alienated the 
constituency," hesaid. 
When asked about one tradi- 
tional area of NDP support, 
Guno said he has gotten backing • 
+from individual members of 
labor organizations bat no for- 
mal declarations of support 
from unions themselves+ 
He doesn't'expect Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton to take a position in+ 
favor of any candidate in the 
riding nomination contest, he 
said.- 
With regard to the timing of, 
an election, Ouno said he, 
doesn't expect :~the writ to be 
dropped in anything less than 
eight months. The point spread 
in opinion polls is currently too 
unfavorable for the Socreds, he 
said. The December by-election 
called for Oak Bay-Gordon 
Head is a sign that a general 
election is not in the+works for 
the near future, he added,- 
/ 
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Terrace RCMP are calling this attempt to pull the night 
depository out of the Terrace and District Credit Union 
"wilful damage". Cpl.• Gary Moritz says it's not being 
termed attempted theft because ".there was no way they 
were going to get that thing open". Police currently have no 
suspects in the'incident, Which occurred last week. 
. . . . . .  • . :~ : . : , , c ,  ¥~r~ I 
POL ICE  REPORT 
The initial onset of winter 
driying conditions kept Ter- 
race RCMP •busy over the 
past 10 days. The detach- 
ment logged 10 reported 
motor vehicle accidents, ar- 
. • . ,~p/ , , , ;  _ , , i~ ,  ~; • 
rested [we lmpmrea anvers 
and issued six 24-hour license 
suspensions on the weekend 
of Nov. 11 to 13. On the 
afternoon of Nov. 12 icy sur- 
face conditions caused a 
four-vehicle pileup on the old 
Skeena River bridge. Police 
say the lead vehicle ap- 
reported. 
The night depository at the 
Terrace and District Credit 
Union proved it's made of 
pretty stern stuf f  last 
Wednesday, surviving an ap- 
parent attempt to tear i t  out 
of the building with a winch. 
Police described the steel unit 
as "destroyed but not re- 
moved from the building". 
The alarm came in at 3:18 
a.m.; anyone with informa- 
tion about the incident is 
asked to contact he RCMP. 
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Parkerenjoying new..duties, 
.says he'll run again ..in Skeena 
Although the Skeena Social 
Credit constituency association 
has not announced plans for a 
nomination meeting, MLA Dave 
Parker said he expects to seek 
the nomination to represent 
Skeena again. 
by Nancy Orr 
"The past three years in 
Cabinet have been the most 
challenging in my life," said 
Parker. " I  thought hat thi~ two 
years with Westar was ch~leng- 
ing, but it was a piece Of cake." 
Parker has no information as 
to when an election will be 
called; the government has a 
mandate until October, 1991. 
The change in constituency 
boundaries will make life easier 
for the Skeena member, and 
with the distances shortened, 
there will be more time to get 
around. His new job as Minister 
of Crown Lands will also give 
him more time in the north, 
coupled with his duties as north- 
ern development minister. 
"I end up representing the 
whole northwest anyway," said 
Parker. "Stewart Hydro,. Iskut 
development road, Massett air- 
port, ferries to Bella Bella, 
Klemtu, Hartley Bay - -  they all 
had. to be fought for diligently in 
(~tbinet, even though they were 
not  actually,' i~ a Skeena riding." 
On Thursday, he/will bc  
meeting with Regional Develop- 
ment Minis.ter.,Stan Hagen, and 
going over I~h"~'plans for north- 
ern development. 
Kitimat Port will be high on 
the agenda. The goal is to be 
under way by the next construc- 
tion period. 
Alcan owns a large portion of 
the land in the area, and will 
have to be involved from the 
start, along with various en- 
vironmental, fisheries and other 
federal agencies. The water lots 
and some upland lots are in 
Crown Land jurisdiction. 
Parker expects to continue to 
press in Cabinet for more ver- 
satile facilities at Kitimat, for 
roll-on, roll-off and extensive 
cargo and freight capacities• A
higher volume of freight move- 
ment is expected to be of 
economic benefit to the entire 
region. 
With Rita 'Johnson, Minister 
of Highways, he plans to pursue 
the concept of a Marine 
Highway by ferry. It would 
benefit he coastal communities 
of Klerntu, Bella Bella and 
Hartley Bay as well as boosting 
tourism, residential and com- 
mercial travel. He does not see 
an adverse ffect to the present 
Prince Rupert-Port Hardy run, 
which is successfully oriented to 
tourism and of small benefit o 
local residents. 
"Believe it or not," he said, 
"the people of Bella Bella only 
have service on the northbound 
trip of the ferry. If you send a 
machine to be repaired to Prince 
Rupert, it is picked up on the 
northern trip. But to be re- 
turned, it has to go south to Port 
• Hardy and then to Bella Bella on 
the next northbound ferry." 
When questioned about the 
native land claims issue, Parker 
said that the province is com- 
mitted to working with the 
federal govePnment, and the 
comments hould be made by 
Jack Weisgerber, Minister of 
Native Affairs and Attorney- 
General Bud ~ Smith. He 
reitet~ite'd :their' this'W~'~h~iitiSst ' 
pro-active provincial govern- 
ment since Confederation, with 
the first "stand-alone" Ministry 
of Native Affairs and a premier 
who has met personally with 
native leaders and people, as 
demonstrated by his recent rip 
to the Nass Valley. 
Regarding recent televised 
comments from Jim Fulton, 
MP, that Parker doesn't return 
phone Calls, and should have 
been at a meeting inHazelton to 
discuss the blockades, Parker 
said he had no phone call from 
Fulton and was in Val d'Or, 
Quebec that weekend at a 
meeting of northern develop- 
ment ministers from across 
Canada. 
The concept of the northern 
university is exciting, he said, 
and appears to be high priority 
with the appointment of Prince 
George MLA Bruce Strachan as 
Minister for Advanced Educa- 
tion. 
At present, Parker says he is 
working to eliminate all level 
crossings on Highway 16, and 
for a second railway overpass or 
a highway bypass for Terrace. 
This is the middle of the final 
stages of budget reviews and the 
caucus will be examining each 
minister's budget proposals. He 
expects to have a strong input 
for northern concerns. 
Parker says that he is happy to 
be in anything but forestry. As a 
professional forester, he trained 
to research and to deal with 
facts, not perceptions. In the 
politics of the forests portfolio, 
he found people were interested 
in perception, not facts. 
"You have to find your own 
way," Parker said, when asked 
to sum up his experience as a 
politician." I trained f6i'/h'Ss~ "6f ': 
my life to be a forester. I had to 
learn to be a politician, an MLA 
and a Cabinet minister over- 
night. You have to learn by talk- 
ing to your colleagues• and to 
your constituents. 
"I  still have personal opin- 
ions," he said, "and I still like 
to deal with facts. But I don't 
share them in public as much." 
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budge and the three drivers dama e" As of Monda on |y  
• / THE SIGN OF A following were unable to there were no suspects, and q ,11¢ 
stop.. Four people went to • the investigation continues. | GOOD BUSINESS 4 ~/~ 
hospital with minor injuries, r NEIGHBOR . .. ~ ~ j 
The first serious nowfall Over the Nov. 17 to 19 
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-Where's that old 
fam,i,ar feel,ng? • 
For the past two weeks in here we've had the vague 
uneasiness that we're missing out on some important 
event. Then it came to us: it's the third week in 
November, there's no civic election and there haven't 
been any local political campaigns to cover. 
Going to the once-every-three-year system for 
municipal, school board and regional district elections 
seems uspiciously like the provincial answer to the 
federal government's annual hatchet jobs on the CBC: 
depriving us of entertainment. 
November is a good, grim time for the sort of in- 
door spectator sport provided by, say, a four-way race 
for three seats on city council• Remember the earth- 
shaking number, one issue in last year's all-candidate 
forum? Was it the state of public works, the level of 
property taxation, fiscal accountability? Ah, no... ac- 
tually, it was a telephone call•placed by incumbent 
Bob Jackman torookie candidate Dave Hull, pur- 
portedly urging him to drop out of the race and save 
the taxpayers some money on ballot printing. If Hull 
had been enough of a dunce to cave in at that point, 
what sort of an alderman would he have made? Phone 
calls like that should become compulsory features of 
municipal elections in order to weed out entry-level 
deadhe~ids. Federal • and provincial politics rarely hit 
that level of degenerancy in debate, and even when 
they do it's seldom at election time. 
If the chance to east ballots sends up an obfuscative 
cloud of this kind, perhaps the ele cto~'at.e issomewhat 
better off studiously watchmg the week:to-week grmd- 
ings of local government rather than storming the 
polls. Watch when they're able, that is. It is worthy to 
note that city council is still the only local government 
body that holds open committee meetings• 
On the other hand, elected officials can only be 
called to account once every three years, something 
that's part of the problem with the higher levels of 
government in this system. - ~ ,< ~,: 
• , . . -  
~~ i~ '~"~ '~'- : ..... ~ > 
, i i < "  desperate for a win; and Oak 
Bay affords the best chances 
• . . . . .  , , , . . ~  
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VICTORIA - -  There is no 
question that Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm's decision to call 
the Oak Bay/Borden Head by- 
election immediately is a wise 
one. 
After five crushing by- 
election defeats in less than 18 
months, the premier and the 
Social Credit Party are,, 
they've got. 
Although the Dec. 13th date 
Second.class mall 
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for the poll is perilously close 
to Christmas, it makes political 
sense for the Socreds to strike 
now, with a credible candidate, 
and with the opposition parties 
slightly behind in their prep- 
arations. 
There is little point in com- 
paring the Victoria suburb by- 
election with the Cariboo 
defeat for the government on 
Sept. 20th. Oak Bay Mayor 
Susan Brlee is l0 times the can- 
didate the bumbling Joe Wark 
was upcountry; and she also is 
a strong-minded woman who 
has made no bones about her 
views' on abortion and religion 
in politics, 
Those views are the opposite 
of Mr. Vender Zalm's - -  she is 
solidly pro-choice, and opposed 
to mixing church and state - -  
and as far as Brace in con- 
cerned, he has to like it and 
lump it, 
Having received nothing but 
lumps for some time now, 
especially when he contributed 
to the whipping the party took 
in the Cariboo - -  the premier 
will pretend to like it, believe 
me.  
It would be foolhardy to sug- 
gest that the vote is going to be 
a cakewalk for the Socreds, 
however, The independent 
• O.o year (.d)eadl)tkm: 
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The view from 
Victoria 
by John Plfer 
thinkers behind the Tweed Cur- 
tain of Oak Bay have a record 
of voting differently than the 
rest of the province. 
A Liberal stronghold.in the 
1960's, it was won by the 
Socreds in 1969 .by Dr. Scott 
Wallace, who three years later 
became a Tory candidate and 
won two elections as a Conser- 
vative into the late 1970's. 
Brian Smith, als0 a former 
Oak Bay mayor, was a Tory in 
Socred clothing when he was 
elected in 1979, 1983 and 1986; 
but it is worth noting that the 
NDP percentage of the vote in- 
creased steadily (to 36 percent) 
with the influx of families into 
the apartments and condos of 
Gordon Head. 
The fact that most of the 
constituents sided ~th  Smith 
against Vander Zalm when he 
(Smith) resigned as attorney- 
general in June 1988, suggests 
that the Socred voters have 
some serious thinking to do 
before they enter the voting 
booth next month. 
If they back Brace, who is 
supported wholeheartedly b
Smith, will that be seen as a 
vote of confidence in the 
despised Vander Zalm who tor- 
pedoed "their" Brian? 
If they choose not to vote 
because of that dilemma, can 
they live with a "socialist" rep- 
resenting one of the province's 
most affluent enclaves? 
Will the Liberal candidate be 
a safe alternative? 
My, I can just imagine the 
buzz over afternoon tea that 
this Christmas by-election has 
createdl Stay tuned. 
i i i  
p L 
Munich as part of a mission to 
promote investment in British 
Columbia. 
As well as opening a new 
B.C. trade office in the West 
German city, they have lined 
up a series of meetings with 
German and international com- 
panies to try>to woo their 
deutsehmarks into the pro- 
vince. 
Business related to tourism 
and the environment tops the 
list of the two ministers' agen- 
das, with Veitch flying the B.C. 
flag in Paris and Milan as well 
as Munich. You may not be 
surprised to know that Mr. 
Vander Zalm will also visit : 
Holland again - -  sort of an an- 
nual pilgrimage to see the tulip 
bulbs, I imagine-  during his 
seven-day whirlwind trip. 
Some of the sessions are 
follow-ups to the successful 
B.C. presence at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, 
Switzerland, in February of this 
year. 
We may not have seen any 
direct jobs or projects yet, but  
British Columbia's tar is in-  
deed rising on the world stage 
because of such sessions and . 
because of the new interna- 
tional ministry which was spun 
off from economic develop- 
ment in July 1988. 
Chilliwack's John Jansen, 
now health minister, got the 
new ministry organized and 
rolling, and the' wily old ~ 
political veteran Veitch should 
handle this latest portfolio with 
aplomb. 
Who says we columnists do  
not give credit when it is due?l 
As you read this, the premier 
and International Business 
Minister Eiwood Vetteh are in 
Parting Thought: Thoughts 
continued on page 5 
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Do you feel that you have 
a clear understand!ng of 
what effect the settlement 
,of Native land claims would ' - ,- 
have on this region? 
"!~i ~ 
Tom Devclc 
No - -  basically there's 
no definition of what the 
settlement will be. The 
natives have .an under. 
standing of what it should! 
be and so have the 
government, the loggers• 
.and the farmers. 
Lewis McKey 
It's hard to say what ef- 
fect settlement would 
have on this area. It will 
take years to settle or see 
the effect. 
k •  
Carol Born 
I don't understand it all, 
but if It means the native 
people will know them. 
se lves  bet ter  as in- 
dividuals, as families and 
as. a community, it should 
• ~be favorable. 
:, .:. ,~:~;: i~:/'~ 
,~i!]i: ;.. ~,i .... 
Connie Rifler 
No, not till I know what 
It is going to entail. 
Vlc Lefebvre 
.It would probably have 
a big effect. The natives 
want se much it could 
cause a lot of confusion. 
Coleen Kennedy 
No, I don't. 
" continued from page4 
of a very senior Socred re- 
garding.the Oak Bay by- 
election: "We can't afford one 
single foul-up from the corner 
(premier's) office on this one... 
or we'll blow it, too." You 
won't be surprised to know 
that he or she asked not to be 
• identified, Nor should you be 
amazed if Mr. Vander Zalm is 
all but invisible in the riding 
for the next four weeks. , 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK I~R RAINER.  
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• ON-SrrE Software Troubleshooting 
"- ACCOUNTING Software Inetallatlon & Convef~ons In major 
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• GENERAL COMPuTER.CONSULTING told 8Y81EIm 8L:TUP 
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Letters to the Editor 
Amazonia north? 
To the Editor; 
I am from Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. Recently I have had the 
privilege of spending almost 
three months in the remote Bob 
Quinn Lake area of north- 
western British Columbia. There 
I was surrounded by some of the 
most beautiful mountains that I 
have ever seen. Conversely, it 
was also there that I witnessed 
firsthand the ruinous practise of 
clear cut logging. It appears that 
contractors are literally skinning 
the earth, and over half of the 
trees that are cut seem to be laid 
to waste. This situation is de- 
plorable on a planet where some 
people, in countries such as 
Africa, must trek for hours to 
gather enough twigs to cook 
their daily meal. I also wonder if 
the rest of the province is aware 
that a large portion of the trees 
cut in the Bob Quirm Lake 
region, and surrounding areas, 
are shipped whole to the Orient, 
depriving many Canadians of 
jobs. 
From what I understand, 
there is now some concern in 
Canada about the plight of the 
tropical rain forests. Granted, 
there are more species of flora 
and fauna at stake in the tropical 
zones, but the clearing of large 
tracts •of land is one of the main 
contributing factors to the 
ominous "greenhouse ffect". 
It's obvious that this type of 
nonselective logging can't be 
done anywhere without upset- 
ting the regional ecological 
balance, and in turn the global 
balance. I'm sad to say that 
what I've seen of the logging in 
B.C. is no better than the rape of 
the Amazon. I urge British Col- 
umbians to stand up and save 
their own forests by fighting any 
government that would endorse 
such destruction. In light of the 
environmental crisis that clutch- 
es the entire planet, clear cut log- 
ging is a crime. 
Denise Viana, 
Stewart, B.C 
Thanks from Branch 13 
To the Editoq 
On behalf of Branch 13 of the 
Royal Canadian Legion, Ter- 
race, I thank all the organiza- 
tions and businesses who con- 
tributed to our poppy campaign. 
each wreath with a card attached 
showing the name or business 
name of the purchaser was 
placed at the Cenotaph for all 
the community to see. Un- 
fortunately a few were missed, 
These donations are used to however, I will assure you next 
assist our veterans in ~he Terrace Ye~ ~ evew ~ ~vreath donated ~ l l  • 
area and also the local hospital, 
Salvation Army and Meals on 
Wheels, and is not used for 
Branch improvements such as 
furniture or renovations. 
This year the wreaths were 
collected up on Nov. 10, and 
be on.view at the Cenotaph. 
The community of Terrace 
has once again shown they do: 
Remember. Thank you. 
Peter Crompton, 
President, Branch 13. 
Birthright workaided 
To the Editor; 
We, the members of Terrace 
Birthright, wish to express our 
profound appreciation to all 
who contributed to the success 
of our craft auction held on 
Nov. 10. Doug Smith, our 
favorite auctioneer, made the 
evening fun for everyone and en- 
sured that each item was ap- 
preciated by the bidders. 
We are grateful to the Terrace 
Public Library for the use of 
their meeting room. Our thanks 
to the merchants who donated 
items. Over 100 beautiful craft 
items were donated by members 
and friends, and all were pur- 
chased by the end of the eve- 
ning. 
Proceeds from the auction 
will enable us to continue the 
work of Birthright, to provide 
support and love to expectant 
mothers in distress. Thanks 
again to everyone who helped. 
Karen Enriquez, 
Secretary.. 
Over $17,000 for arthritis 
To the Editor; 
The Terrace Chapter of the 
Arthritis Society, B.C. Division, 
says "thank you" to all who 
donated and to all those who 
canvassed the area during the re- 
cent Arthritis September cam- 
paign. Funds to date total over 
$7,000, with returns till coming 
in. 
Terrace chapter, 
Arthritis Society. 
November is fight Diabetes month. 
Support he Canadian Diabetes Association 
For more Information, contact your local 
Branch of the Canadian Diabetes Association 
or the Nallomf Office, 78 Bond Street, 
Tororllo, Ontarb MSB 2,18, 
Canadian 
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The Way" 
I see it,.. 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
! , ' "  ~ ,~. 
? '.' : . "  . :  , - 
In these weight-conscious, 
cholesterol-watching, health- 
minded days, the North 
American food industry is re- 
sponding to consumer concerns 
regarding the food we eat and 
drink. I've noticed the grocery 
shelves changing before my 
eyes, with "low sodium", 
"cholesterol free" and "lite" 
plastered on most labels. I'm 
wondering how we would know 
if the words on the label truly 
pertain to any improvement in
the product. 
For example, take this 
"l ite", a new spelling of an old 
word. I can find "lite" potato 
chips (20 percent less fat and 
calories), "lite" mayonnaise 
(no cholestero ! , and half the 
calories), "lite" beer ("great 
taste and half the calories") 
and even "lite" hair condi- 
tioner (no calorie claims here). 
I can fill my shopping cart with 
40 percent fewer calories than I 
Used to, just because of the 
new technology in food pro- 
duction. So theoretically I 
should be getting thinner and 
heaithier~withoUt any change in 
my lifestyle, right? That makes 
sense to me. 
.... O~ec,thepast few years, I've, 
switched to diet salad dressings, 
diet cola~ diet yogurt and low- 
fat milk. But I seem to be put- 
ting on five pounds a year 
regardless. How can this be? 
Sure, I'm getting older, maybe 
I'm not quite as active, but this 
easy cut.down of calories and 
fat should compensate for that. 
Arethe people~ in the mayon- 
naise factory filling jars with 
the ' same mayonnaise, slapping 
different labels on half of 
them, and laughing at me, the 
oven#eight ealth-conscious 
consumer'?. I think so. I figure 
there's an~an somewhere in the 
Diet Coke industry, adding that 
funny taste to the bottle so that 
I think I'm getting less calories, 
and how would I know? He 
probably looks like the villain 
Snidely Whiplash from the old 
"Dudley Doright" cartoons. 
And those potato chips. Am 
I really supposed to believe that 
I can sit around watching the 
World Series, munching "lite" 
potato chips, swilling "lite" 
beer, and theoretically drop my 
excess weight while clicking the 
TV remote control? This 
should happen, if I'm con- 
suming less calories than usual- 
ly consumed while watching the 
World Series. 
But I 'm not trusting the food 
industry. With all their techno- 
logical advances; lall the 
medical discoveries, and our 
new age of information, they 
still say you have to eat less. 
Isn't that amazing? They 
dzscover new d~eases all the. : 
time, zmprove treatments for 
the old ones, but they still say 
"eat less and exercise more". 
How disheartening, how ar- 
chaic. How boring. Eat less. 
Maybe I'll give Weight 
Watchers' "lite" cheesecake 
one more chance. 
Coming events in 
local schools 
Wednesday, Nov. 22, Park- 
side and Cassie Hall Elementary 
Schools - -  First-term report 
cards will be sent home. 
Thursday, Nov. 23 from 7 to 9 
p.m. - -  The annual Cassie Hall 
Paperback Book Sale will be 
held in conjunction with 
parent/teacher interviews. 
Thursday, Nov. 23, Cassie 
Hall Elementary School from 7 
to 9 p.m. --)l~rent/teacher in-
terviews wilL~e held at the 
school. Phil" the school at 
635-5646 t01-r~s~rve a time slot if 
you haven't'~iready~: done so. 
Thu,day, Nov. 23, Clarence 
Michiel Elementary and Kiti 
K'Shan Primary. Schools - -  
First-term report cards will be 
sent home. 
Friday, Nov. 24, Cassie Hall 
• Elementary School from 9 a.m. 
t0 noon --  Mr. Eckert will be 
available for consultation re- 
gardiiag the music program and 
the progress of individual stu- 
dents. If you are unable to at- 
tend but wish to discuss the 
music program, phone Mr. 
Eckert at 635-5646. ~ 
is a great place to do a little ~ 
Christmas shopping and help 
out the school library at the 
same time. 
Friday, Nov. 24, Cassie Hall 
Elementary School from 9 a.m. 
to noon and from I to 3 p.m. -- 
Parent/teacher interviews will 
be held at the school. Phone the 
school a(:635-564~6 to reserve a
time slot if you haven't already 
done so. 
Friday, Nov. 24, R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. '---- The Terrace 
Concert Society features the 
many talents o f  Loreena 
McKennitt. 
Friday, Nov. 24, Copper 
Mountain and Clarence Michiel 
Elementary Schools and Kiti 
K'Shan Primary - -  Parent/ 
teacher conferences will be held 
for first.term report cards. 
There will be no regular classes. 
Friday, Nov. 24, Skeena Jun, 
ior Secondary School - -  First- 
term report cards will be sent 
home. 
Friday, Nov. 24, Parkside 
Elementary School - -  Parent/ 
teacher conferences will be held 
at the school. Regular classes are Friday, Nov. 24, Cassie-Hall ] 
Elementary School from 9~a,rn. ~ cancelled, 
to 3 p,.m. - -  The annual Cass ie  Monday, Nov, 27, Uplands I 
Hail Paperback Book Sale wi[l ; and Parkside Elementary I be held in conjunction with ~Schools from 9 to 10 a.m. , 
parent/teacher interviews, This This is picture retake day. 
Celtic harpist Loreena McKennltt will provide the season's third performance for Terrace 
Concert Society audiences this Friday evening at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Her music is 
cross-boundary blends that involvetraditional folk and modern jazz influences. She has re- 
corded with several prominent pop artists and is in heavy demand as a solo performer. The 
concert begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are available from Erwin's Jewellers In the Skeena Mall 
and at the door. 
This week's home business profile 
The Baby Corner 
Those people~ searching for 
unique gifts fo.r the young~t 
members on their shopping lists 
might want to try The Baby Cor- 
ner. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~: , . ,  ~j~ ' " . .  ~ f 
by Kaeleen Bruce 
The Baby Corner is a local 
home-based business owned and 
operated by Laura Jobb. Her 
motivation to start the business 
came when she was unable to 
find the kinds of toys she wanted 
for her own two young children. 
After speaking with many other 
parents with the same problem, 
Jobb decided to set up The Baby 
Corner last year. 
Response to her business has 
been good and Jobb says she 
finds the business enjoyable. 
"With two small children, I
wasn't ready for a full-time 
job," says Jobb. "The home 
• business allows me to work as 
- -  toys and more 
well as spend a lot of time_~ith 
my family. The hours ~¢. flexi- 
ble, The business• is re.ally a lot 
of fun and I enjoy doing it - -  it's 
become,a bit of a hobby." . . . . .  
Since she has low overhead" 
costs, Jobb says she tries to keep 
her prices down.• 
Although most of the toys 
Jobb offers are imported from 
Europe, she also carries several 
items from Canadian cottage in- 
dustries uch as quilted car seat 
covers, high chair pads~ bunting 
bags and colorful quilted vests. 
• The Baby Corner has a variety 
of items •for babies and young 
children such as Ambi toys im- 
ported from Europe, Ravens- 
burger puzzles from Germany, 
and Lauri puzzles durable 
crepe foam puzzles from the 
U.S. There is also a selection of 
educational games for children 
over three. Practical items such 
as fitted cloth diapers, water- 
EVE 
Dollar 
d up) 
proof  nylon pants, quilted slip= 
pe~and •bib s are available as 
v~ll: : "  " 
-~One unique.item is the Teddy 
Bed --- a bright c~lorful :net 
hammock which holds up to20 
stuffed toys on the wall and is a 
great space saver. 
Jobb says in the future •she 
hopesto carry n~ore safety prod- 
ucts and larger items such as 
baby carriers. One practical 
safety item she offers now is 
Reach It - -  a device which 
allows children to reach light 
switches ~/ithout climbing on 
tippy chairs or stools. 
The Baby Corner is located on 
John's Road. Appointments can 
be made by phoning 635-7352 
and asking for Laura. Hours are 
flexible and customers are 
welcome most hours of the day 
as well as early evening. Ar- 
rfingements for home parties can 
also be made. • 
, • r ,  - ••  • ••  . 
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the     best: in the brightest 
PAULA BARUCH: Life filled 
with challenge and adven, 
ture. 
GATE - -  
An award for the highest 
gihone bill may be a dubious 
• honor, :but it does indicate the 
tensions • associated with the life 
of a Canadian living in Colom- 
bia. And it mayalso have con- 
tributed to  School District #88 
obtaining the services of 
educator Paula Baruch of Owen 
Sound, Ontario, for the new 
:GATE (Gifted and Talented 
Education) class at Skeena Jun- 
ior SecOndary School this year. 
by Nancy On" 
, ~Paula is a product of an 
educational •program for gifted 
students in Ontario and is able 
to appreciate its positive 
benefits: Her life has been filled 
with challenges and adventure, 
A well-travelled teacher 
guides exceptional students 
of which her recent adventfire in 
Cita, Colombia is an example. 
When she was studying for 
her. teaching degree at •Queen's 
University, paula was recruited 
for a: private school in Cita, a 
city of two million people, the 
third largest in  Colombia. 
Situated ~at 1,000 meters 
altitude, the city has a stable 
year-r0und climate despite being 
in the tropical zone. 
" I  didn't experience the 
humidity there because of the 
altitude," said PaUla, "and the 
climate never changed, it was 
summer all the time, with only a 
few degrees var iat ion in 
another kind of special need 
GATE is the acronym for the 
Gifted and Talented Education 
program in School District #88. 
by Nancy On' 
Reference to special programs 
for gifted students in public 
schools often evoke s vague re- 
actions o f  resistance, even an- 
tagonism; somehow it iadhces 
suspic ions of  e l i t i [m or 
favoritism. And yet references 
to sport promotion, encourage: 
merit for gifted athletes, artists ~ 
musicians and others with 
I • 
taients receives enthusiastic 
response. 
Could it'be because, the talents 
and abilities of cmididates for 
GATE programs are not readily 
apparent, or easily measurable? 
In fact, say workers in the field~ 
students with outstanding 
creative abilities are sometimes 
indifferent students, even dif- 
ficult or bored, with a restless in- 
tellect that searches out ,un- 
orthodox or bizarre challenges. 
Educators have attempted to 
cope with this particular group, 
estimated by researchers at two 
percent of the school popula- 
tion. Enriching programs have 
been tried, such as the successful 
program in i t iated by Al 
Shepherd at Terrace's E.T. Ken- 
ney school. But funding --  extra 
funding of any kind - -  is always 
the problem. 
But gradually the concept that 
"special" could be applied to 
either extreme of the intellect 
scale as well as to the multitude 
of other special needs,, was 
adopted. The Ministry of 
Education in 1983 allocated a 
proportionate amount of funds 
for .the 1984 budget. School 
District 88 was readyto take ad- 
vantage of it. 
During the previous year UBC 
• had provided two courses on the 
subject in Terrace, and a core of 
interested teachers had attended. 
"How-do you maximize the 
benefits* from the  miniscule 
amount of m0ney?"firid~'H0w ' 
do you recognize and ~elect 
students?" were the~mo.~t press- 
ing questions facing the organiz- 
ing committee. = 
Extensive research provided 
information that the elementary 
grades would derive the greatest 
benefit; that parents, teachers 
and students hould be involved 
in the selection process; that it 
was not simply an " IQ"  test, 
• but whole batteries of tests and 
advice that were needed. 
At last the process tarted in 
the fall of 1984 under the able 
temperature at any time. The 
growing season was limitless. 
Coffee, sugar, tobacco, fruit - -  
I never saw so many kinds of 
fruit!" 
Her students were extremely 
polite, courteous, and generally, 
very bright. The majority of 
them would go on to schools like 
Harvard, in the United States, 
and become professionals such 
as lawyers or accountants in 
their own right. Others would 
return to Colombia to the family 
"business". 
Her students came from 
wealthy families; manyofthem 
"o ld"  moneyed, established 
families. But also many came 
direction of teacher Betty 
•Hamilton, who had guided the 
group through the initial pitfalls 
and testing. 
The first class was housed in 
the pre-fab annex at Clarence 
Michiel school, with students 
:coming for a half day a week 
Vis i t  the Nor thern  .Motor Inn, for  
n ight ly  enter ta inment ,  come to , : 
where  the ACTION is. • 
from all the elementary schools 
in Terrace and Thornhill. 
The pre-fab is gone now. 
Classes are held in each of the 
area schools, and the program 
has been extended to the junior 
high level this year. 
Betty Hamilton has been suc- 
ceeded by Audrie Cox, then two 
years later by the present teacher 
Jean Hines, and now Pauia 
Baruch has arrived for the class 
at Skeena Junior Secondary. 
In the outlying areas where 
the school-populations are 
sparse --  Stewart, Kitwanga nd 
the Haze!tons ---the programs. 
have been ad!usted to fit the 
schools. '~ " 
The process has been a learn- 
ing and growing experience and 
will continue to change as new 
ideas emerge. 
YOUR BE 
from "new" rich families• No 
one asked, or mentioned, where 
the money came from. The drug 
trade was a carefully avoided 
subject, constantly in the mind. 
But it was not acceptable as a 
way of life. 
"The most difficult thing to 
live with," said Paula, "was the 
lack of knowledge of what was 
actually going on around you. If 
you came upon an unexpected 
blockade, a sudden crowd - -  no 
one would, tell you anything. 
Authorities would not answer. 
The news was not reported. 
"One day when I was phoning 
my friend Danny Houpt (a 
teacher ~ Skeena),, the~e, ~wer.e 
shots flying," she said, "and  
murder was committed across 
the street. I had to get down on 
the floor to avoid the bullets. 
Scary. But you never heard any- 
more about it 'after. 
"On weekends, my friends 
and I would make off for trips 
around 
time we went to Ecuador to see 
the monument that was erected 
there to mark *the center of the 
world' where the Equator passes 
through• On the way through 
the hills, our bus was set upon 
by guerrillas. We were told not 
to make any sudden moves, to 
give them our money. We did 
and they left." 
Fortunately, the big crack- 
down on drug dealers did not oc- 
cur until after she came home in 
July. When she speaks to her 
friends still in Colombia, some 
of them say they can't find out' 
what is going on, some say that 
the news is exaggerated, but the 
tensions are high. 
It all seems a long way off 
from Terrace, where Paula is 
kept busy setting up programs 
for her students at Skeena. Her 
most recent challenge is with a 
student who is attempting to 
create a perfectly ecologically 
balanced aquarium, in which the 
fish and plant life will be self- 
sustain ing,  supplying the 
necessary nutrients for each 
other• 
In her leisure time, Paula 
sings and plays guitar and was 
involved with the Terrace Little 
Theatre production of The Art 
of War. 
the countryside, one 
Correction 
In a story carded on page one 
of the Nov. 8 Terrace Review, 
logger,Lyle Gold=was~ quoted as 
saying that he had bid $13.83 per 
cubic meter on a contract for a 
Westar harvest setting. We were 
subsequently informed that  
Gold's bid was actually $15.83; 
the $13.83 figure, Gold noted, 
was Westar's counter-offer on 
the setting. 
3086 A_ <Hwy" 16. East 
. . . . . . . . . .  .,,., 6375 • . . . . . . .  
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OF COUI 
PRESEm 
November  24 - -  Smithers Communi ty  Theater  
• November  25 - -  Prince Rupert  
Per forming  Arts  Cent re  
November  26 - -  Terrace Inn of the West  
(19 years and over) 
MULTI -AWARD WINNER,  including; 
~* Male Vocalist Of The Year 
(1989 CGMA Awards) 
* Duo Of The Year.with Linda Kidder 
(1989 CCMA Awards) 
*.Most Promising Artist/The Netherlands 
(1989 Dutch Country Music Awards) 
"... Canadian singer and songwriter Gary 
[ Fjellgaard has made quite an impression on 
I 'these~sh°res''' . 
! John Tobler-Country Music.people-Great Britain. 
I T ickets $15 ava lab le  a t .  ' : l  ~ I I 
I North Country Insurance . ' " I~  I L  I L  
J Interior Stationery Jl  
I Gordon & Anderson Jl~ 
I ,,,CJFWSmithers/Terrac,e, i 
SHOWS 
$ P.M. 
I l i l l ]  r i '1  " *1"  ' 17 l l l l l l l l l  I I  I ' I I I I I I I  I r l J l l l  
IICAL GALS 
i TOP VO:LLEY 
The Terrhce Caledonia Ker- The Kermodes now head for 
mode girls' senior high school 
volleyball team won the North- 
west zone double 'AA' cham- 
pionship for the fourth year in a 
row last Friday at Kitimat. 
In the three-team series, 
Caledonia downed Prince 
Rupert 15-12, 15-10, 15-4 for a 
three-straight triumph in the 
best-of2five final. 
A round-robin setup was used 
to determine finalists. 
In this preliminary portion, 
Caledonia beat Kitimat two in a 
row 05-4, 15-12). Kitimat then 
• needed three games to down 
Prince Rupert (15-10, ll-15, 
15-12) before Rupert came back 
with a two-straight upset of 
Caledonia (16-14, 15-12). 
That placed Rupert first and 
Caledonia second, setting up a 
title match. 
Kamloops for B.C. finals Start -• 
ing Nov, 30. 
Meanwhile; " Caledonia. Ker- 
modeboys - -  who had placed 
second in B.C. finals last season 
--,found themselves on the short 
end of the stick in their best-of- 
five playoff against Kitimat. 
At Cal gym, Kitimat found 
the surroundings to their liking 
and beat Kermodes three games 
to one (15-9, ll-15, 15-6, 15-10). 
Kermodes had three players 
on the all-star team - -  Chad 
Ziegler, Dayson Wrubel and 
Brian Netzel. Kitimat had two 
all-stars - -  Danny Robertson 
and Craig Letourneau. Kitimat's 
Frank Verdi was named most 
valuable player. 
Kitimat goes to Prince George 
for B.C. finals starting Nov. 28. 
Honorable mention 
 for. Kermode boys 
It's mixed boys and girls elementary school-age Players who compete In the weekly Terrace 
mini-basketball eague using a lower eight-foot basket to shoot at. This is the Williams 
Lakers team. 
Terrace Caledonia Kermode least three games in the Salmon 
boys' senior high school basket-:, Arm Gold,tournament. , . ......... ...... ' ~" 
. . . . . . . . . . .  '~ • ~ R~p :l~alnma~:~rs ton scoring 22 points. In game Enroute to Salmon Arm, Ker- ball team has high marks in the ~:, . . . . . . . . .  : Prince eft 
modes play in  Vanderhoof 
tonight, at Columneetza in 
Williams Lake tomorrow at 
noon, followed by a game 
against the Red Devils in 
Kamloops at night. 
z. 
Jayvees 68-64 and downed 
Booth Ravens 75-55. Rain. 
makers and Jayvees are off to 
Ketchikan for more games this 
weekend. 
Rainmakers split series with Alaskans 
first pre-season triple 'AAA' 
rankings released last week. 
Kermodes are the only zone 
team in the top 15 of the prov- 
ince. They're given honorable- 
mention rating outside the 
top 10. 
This week sees them open 
their season with at "least six 
games. 
The main competition comes 
Friday and Saturday with at 
Kermode girls also see action 
for the first time this weekend. 
They travel to Vanderhoof for 
the Vi-Queen tournament run- 
ning Friday and Saturday. 
No entries.from east 
International mini- 
basketball a success 
Despite a lack of entries from 
the Terrace-Kitimat-Smithers 
area, Prince Rupert's first an- 
nual international minor basket- 
ball tournament turned out to be 
an outstanding success when 
held at the civic center on 
November 1I. 
Nineteen teams competed in 
the one-day series, including 
four~ from Ketchikan, Alaska 
and three from Port Simpson. 
Outside entries wound up with 
gold-medal performances in all 
three age groups. 
In the seven-to-nine age 
group, Ketchikan Selects came 
out  on top. They defeated 
Rupert's Gordon & Anderson 
17-8 in the final. In the playoff 
for : the  third-place ~bronze 
medals, Kaien Sports defeated 
RcMP 26 , i6 .  
gained a split in their two-game two, the Kings counted an 80-70 
home series against Ketchikan,s victory. Steve McKay had 23 for 
Kay-High Kings in senior boys' Rainmakers. Kay-High's Jay- 
high school basketball on the vees team also made the North 
weekend. Rainmakers won the Coast trip and won both their 
opener 74-65 with Ryan Leigh- games. They beat Rainmaker 
TERRACE MEN'S RECRE, 
HOCKEY LEAGU 
t 
Ihe West 3, North Coast Wrangl 
Auto Refinishing 11, Northern 
! 
Hotel 6, Convoy Supply 4 
! 
..~ l.l, u~ the West 8, Northern Motor Inn 
Norm's  Auto Refinishing 8, Convoy Su 
Nov. 16 
Skeena Hotel ,7, North Coast Wrangler: 
, TEAM 
• SkeenaHotel • . -- ~ i  i~::13 '~ i l  
Norm's Auto Refinishing:' ~:i  i .13 :.  9. 
" Inn of  the West : ~'~,i: ii3~ , 8 5: 0 
North Coast Wranglers , ' . i :  i~":: d 7 ~:0 ~' 
Convoy Supply " . 13 2 10 1 
NorthernMotor Inn Okies 13 2 11 0 
:: : GP W : 
• 64 67 16 
52 57 12 
42 78 .5 ,~ 
31 73 4 
Ketchikan's Holy Name 
emerged as winners in this one, 
dashing off a 56-46 win over 
Crest Hotel in the final. In the 
battle for bronze, it was an all- 
Rupert final with Cook's Gems 
downing Marwood Fishing 
38-22. 
Port Simpson's Lax'kwal- 
aams Selects won the 12-to-14 
'Air Jordan division' rather han- 
dily as they whipped Rupert 
Cleaners 101-31 in the title 
match. A~; this division was 
double-knockout, and the 
Cleaners had edged Electricians 
46-45 on the 'B' side final, the 
bronze went to Electricians. 
Organizer Jim Ciccone told us 
the series had about 200 players, 
mostly boys, but with some 
girls. More than 300 fans 
watched the youngsters in ac- 
The youngest group • was tion. 
named .'the 'Rookie Division',': Ciccone is working on plans 
The next age group.---- 10-and, for next year in which teams 
• l l.year,olds - -  play ed:iiil: the 'from along the line will be able 
Magic johnson divisiofl, ' ~ to.participate. 
. " , :  . [ :  * 
- , " ; . ' v ' . "  " ; "  " . . . . " " 
Biuebacks third 
- Marlins' meet 
Kitimat Marlins ran up 979 
p0!nts to win their own annual 
Elks Invitational swim meet at 
Sam Lindsay pool on Nov. 11 
weekend. Prince Rupert's club 
came in second with 899 points. 
Terrace Bluebacks wound up 
in third place with 336 points, 
followed by Masset Eagles with 
150 points. 
Age group aggregate winners 
were as follows: 
I 0 -under -g i r l s  - -  Tina 
. Holland (Ter) gold, Kirsten Eby 
(PR) silver, Kim Slater (PR) 
bronze. 
10-under.boys -- Paul Pre- 
vost (PR) gold, Amanda Bedard 
(PR) silver, Erin Top Lak (Kit) 
bronze. 
ll-and-12-boys -- John Stam- 
huis (PR) gold, Mickey West- 
gate (Kit) silver, Sandy Gedde~ 
(PR) bronze. 
*13-and-14-girls - -  "Dayna 
Nelson (Kit) gold, Kelly Pearce 
(Ter) silver, Tori Mackenzie 
(Ter) bronze. 
D-and-M-boys -- Lee En- 
cinas (Kit) gold, Danny Barbosa 
(Kit) silver, Ben Good (PR) 
bronze. 
Sen ior  g i r l s  - -  Nathalie 
• Paolinelli and Mikki Furst (PR) 
shared gold, Christy Wilson 
(Kit) silver, Suzanne Godar (Kit) 
and Cheryl Paavola (PR) shared 
bronze. 
Metric mile relay won by 
Marlins. 
,..:Dozen entries for 
• weekend hockey  
:Twelve teams have been at- 
:tracted to this weekend's ixth 
annual Wranglers' men's hockey 
tournament at the Terrace 
Arena. 
They'll play a total of 21 
games, including 18 in a pre- 
liminary round-robin series that 
has three, four-team sections. 
Division lineups are as 
follows: 
B lack -  Kitimat Capitals, 
Kitimat Frier Lake, Houston 
,Woodpeckers and La Gondola 
of Prince Rupert. 
White --  North Coast Wrang- 
lers, Stewart, Houston Deans 
and Kitimat's Ocelot Oilers. 
Gold -- Norm's Auto 
Refinishing, Kitimat Tricks, 
Kitimat J.H.W., and Imperial 
Palace of Prince Rupert. 
Six games are set for Friday 
night -- 
Capitals vs Friell Lake at 6 
o'clock, Norm's vs Tricks at 
7:05, Wranglers vs Stewart at 
8:10, J.H.W. vs Imperial Palace 
at 9:15, Deans vs Ocelot at 
10=;~0, and La Gondola vs. 
Woodpeckers at !1:25. 
Twelve games ~are s~t for 
Saturday beginning at 8 a.m. 
Semi-finals feathring the top 
four teams are Sunday morning 
at 10:30 and 11:45, with the 
championship game at I p.m. 
Wranglers' players are selling 
tickets to the Saturday night 
dance. 
Kermode soccer boys 
15th in championship 
About the brightest spot for 
Terrace Caledonia Kermode 
boys at the B.C. high school soc- 
cer championships last weekend 
was a first-game 3-2 loss to 
North Delta, the team that lost 
2-0 to-Richmond in the cham, 
pionship game. 
That was Kermodes' first Con, 
test in their four-teem, pre- 
liminary round-robin portion of 
the 16-team tournament at 
Burnaby. 
Their next two games (both 
losses) relegated them to the 
consolation round where they 
finally won a game and finished 
in 15th place on a one-win, four, 
loss record. 
Wolf (who played extremely well 
throughout the series) and Paul 
Manhas handled Kermodes' 
scoring. 
Game two was a 6-0 blanking 
at the hands of Burnaby Cen- 
tral. Their third and last round- 
robin game saw them drop a 4-1 
decision to Victoria's Spectrum. 
Manhas got our only goal. 
Down on consolation side, 
Williams Lake handed Ker- 
modes their fourth straight loss 
- -  3-1. Rick Dhami scored the 
goal. 
They hit their strike in gdme 
five with a 5-0 win over 
Kamloops. Dhami scored a hat 
Against North Delta, Dave trick while Manhas had a pair. 
, Tsimpseans take zone 
 junior volleyball 
Skeena's Tsimpsean boys are 
" the Northwest zone junior vol- 
leybal l  champions, having 
beaten hometown Kitimat 15-3, 
15-12 in the best-of-three final at 
the ~ season ending tournament 
last weekend, 
it was a six-team playoff that 
saw Kitimat down Thornbill in 
the semi-finals while Skeena was 
doing likewise to Houston in the 
other semi, 
Smithers ended up fifth while 
Kitwanga came In sixth. 
All.stars nailed were Chris 
Wilkinson and Scott Hodson of 
Skeena, Mark DeJong and Carl 
Redmond of Thornhill, and Rob 
Muiawka and Lee Scaife of 
Kitimat. 
% " . 
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The Totem Furniture Bulls are one of four teams participating in Terrace boys' and girls' 
mini.basketball eague Friday nights. Each team is coached by players from the Caledonia 
Kermode senior boys' team. 
Sight and Sound Sonics take part against three other teams every Friday night at Caledonia 
high school in the Terrace mini,basketball eague. The boys and girls all attend elementary 
school. 
i i 
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SLEDS THAT WORK FOR A LIVING 
[I J l l l l~ 
FOR ONLY 
s3479 ° 0 
)IM* 
Reliable 248 cc Rotax ~ engine. 
124-inch track. Tundra*'s 
unique design• lets you sneak 
through the woods. 
i ,  i i i1=, 
8kl-doo. ooo 
i l l l f l '  I l i t  I 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4,441 Lakolse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
--J 
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Editor's note: The following media requirements and fu ture  I tic~ .and' compet i t ion  in . . . . . . pairs,  . ,: coura' eg an::athletewho:makes: : 
- . - "  • •Insist 'ona seatbelt for each physicaladvances:/ :.' ' / '  --:::. suggesttons for the day-to:day sport management. . - . ,  , . " 
management oforganizedsports The budgets of local sport passenger. Adult leaders must be sure 
involvement for young people :organizations 1 should include Consultan:authorized •agent that any physical contact is ap- 
was prepared by Sport B.C. It is funds to offset the" professional for a recommended level 6fauto propriate to skill correction. 
primarily directed at parents, development of lea~ers. Contact insurance. Investigate coverage Medloallinjury information 
leaders and coaches. ' PSO'si, for details.!:ii when renting •vehicles: 
- ~ :... ':For suPervi~i0n~ !at ieast"two:". : : : :': 
adults are required" with .a 
Vans  generally require a 
higher classification of dri~,er's 
licence than a regular vehicle. 
Instruction and 
competition management - chronic conditions and emergen- 
:Coaches should check the en'r cy phonenumbers. 
vironment ~for safety hazards, A ~ , :uR; : ° :  d t~a~%:ndat  min°r  ibe 
first aid kit and athlete medical  ~ J . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  , . '  . .. , " snareo wltn the t'~u. Irenos can 
uam snoula oe on nana. rrovln- . . . . ,. . 
cial Sport Organizations (PSOs) 
can provide tiPs on sport specific In the event, o f  a medical 
safety concerns as well as the 
contents of a first aid kit. 
Coaches should inform the 
parents of individual and/or 
team goals. Aninformed parent 
can effectively support the ef- 
forts of the coach. 
Parents should visit practices 
not just at the beginning and 
end. Offer to help. 
It is recommended, for the 
protection of both the coach and 
the athlete, that a second athlete 
or adult be present during any 
one-on-one coaching exercise, 
meeting or counselling session. 
Adult leaders must im- 
mediately confront and dis- 
Local sport organizations: 
should maintain medical infor- 
mation on athletes and adult 
leaders including medical in- 
surance numbers, allergies, 
emergency, the first act should 
be to call an ambulance. 
It is recommended that adult 
leaders take courses to improve 
their awareness of safety and 
first aid practices. Contact a 
PSO for details. 
Ovemlght travel 
A pre-trip meeting should in- 
clude the  patents, the athletes, 
an itinerary and a reminder 
about rules and consequences. A 
discussion should occur regard- 
ing the implications of billet 
(home-stay) vs hotel/metal ac- 
commodation. Details such as 
meal money, hotel payment, 
Spo~ !is part o{ a balanced ~ 
General . . ; .  " i life. : Acoach' ]~ :personal 
Pre -season  - -  Each family references to car¢'~r, sport and 
should receive a schedule of family life can beian ideal re- 
practices and competitions, a list inforcement, 
of athletes, leaders, addresses P°s¢'seas0n ~" Implement an 
and phone numbers, expen- evaluation- process identifying 
ditures that maybe required strengths and weaknesses of the 
during the season, activity. Reasons for dropping 
• It is recommended that each out are especially important. 
"team, club and local association A l l  parents and adult leaders 
adopt policies on behavior con- should attend the annual general 
sistent with their PSO, in- meeting of the local sport 
eluding: language, attitude organization. 
towards officials and corn- The contribution of volunteer 
petitors, tobacco and drugs, at-.leaders should be publicly rec- 
tendance and punctuality, con- ognized at season's end. 
sequences for infractions and an When programs involve large 
appeal process, expenditures, it is reasonable for 
A pre-season meeting of adult parents to receive a budget and 
leaders, athletes and parents is a financial reports. 
useful tool to insure clear com- 
munication. 
In-season - -  Regular meetings Transportation 
provide an excellent forum for Parents must clearly under- 
coaches to share experiences and stand that they are responsible, 
seek advice from their peers, not the coaches, for the athlete's 
Sport organizations and clubs transportation. 
should maintain a file on each Wherever possible athletes 
adult leader for recognition, should travel to a~d from prac- 
This is the Kltelse Cavaliers team from.the Terrace mini-boys' and girls' basketball league. 
They play games in the four-team league every Friday night at Caledonia high school. 
4535 GRis t  Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 . . . .  _ _  
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, i  
minimum ratio of one adultfor 
every six athletes, I One adult 
should .be thee.same sex: as: the 
athletes ". More supervision is re, 
qUired in individual ~ sports when 
athletes imaY ,be :competing at 
different times or venues. ~ 
It is recommended ihat  
coaches have  an  i:assistant,. 
manager, or volunteer parent to 
takeprimary responsibility for 
athlete management away' from 
the competition site; 
If athletes are being billetted, 
it is preferable that they stay in 
pairs. 
Before the trip parents might 
wish to make an introductory 
call to the host family. 
Instruct young athletes how to 
make a long distance.phone call. 
Make sure. they have enough 
money to use a pay phone. 
If'a trip is to a foreigncountry 
(including the USA), be sure- 
medical insurance is in' order. 
Proof of citizenship,, guardian= 
ship .and parental permission 
may also be required. 
Young athletes should not 
stay in a .hotel/motel without 
Supervision., 
Encourage separate sleeping 
arrangements for each athlete. 
Interiors Ltd, 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong floorings Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need"" 
4610 Laze l le  Ave i  ~ 
635-6600 
I . -  
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THIS WEEKS 
ACROSS PUZZLE ANSWER 6 CiUz.nof 
I AegsrdtoNorsegoda ? Blunt 
8 Tl0hten, Naut. .109 Elimination 
Commotion 12 Thebe'sdelty 
13 Zeue'dau0hter . 11 Bymeansof 
t4 Goby¢.r l~ l~ IN l~ q, 19 Employ 
15 Grit i~15 n~a la i  21 Unit. 
18 Tmmerlc ]SiJ.IOl'll I Id-- ' .  IGI ~IINI51 22 Olackmore " 
17 8cent lUll'fiN .L O )" h.rolne 
18 Belonglngtoue IU IOU- IS la lN i ,  1511"10J~l 23 Aw.yfromcenter 
==~.,o,... ~ l  t~! °~" ..r.,..,.. 
24 Gain 21 R.Ilroeds, abbr, 
27 Excited 29 Thlng, lnlaw 
211 WlleOreek 33 Belonoinoto 
30 8heepdlsese. " ' 8amantha 
~ 34 Oulnl.n. _ _  Sl Calm 
32 Scoffs 
36 Flyer, pl. 
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iThe Vahedis . 
"Wherl we flew from Van- 
couver to Terrace, wesaw all the 
mountains covered with. snow. 
• We thought, we ' would meet: 
many Eskimos here. We were~ 
excited,, but.afraid~ I had asked 
my t American friends and they 
didn't know Terrace. Evenmy 
Canadian friends didn't know. 
When we got off the plane, sur- 
" prisingly everything was green. 
But there were no people. And 
the airport was teeny tiny. Our 
friends (sponsors) from the 
Alliance Church met us. Terrace 
was very quiet - -  we thought it 
would be difficult to adapt. We 
had always lived in large cities." 
i" m by Betty Barton 
This was the first impression 
of Terrace for Mahyar. Vahedi, 
his mother and father and two 
brothers Mehrzad and Mehrdad. 
Originally from Iran, the family 
travelled from Pakistan to 
Toronto on June 24, 1989. 
Canada immigration officials 
had met them there and made 
the necessary arrangements for 
their journey to 'Terrace four 
days later. 
Coming to Canada was a 
lengthy process for the V~ihedis. 
in economics, worked, instead, 
in a market selling textiles and 
ready-made clothing. 
The mother, Shamsi, was a 
housewife in Iran. Here in Ter- 
race, she takes care of their 
small rented house on Medeek 
Ave., and her husband and three 
grown sons. 
For  almost four years, they 
lived and worked in Pakistan. 
They were labelled refugees, but 
were free to live. where they 
chose while they awaited exit 
visas to a country that would ac- 
cept hem.., very-free compared 
to their restricted lives in Iran. 
While in Pakistan, the r family 
ran a poultry farm and sold 
hand-made carpets in the 
market. Mayhar worked for the 
American Embassy as an inter- 
preter. The whole family studied 
English. 
They had hoped to emigrate 
to a European country because 
two other members of the family 
live there. One married sister 
lives in France; one brother is 
studying law in Holland. Even- 
tually World Relief and the 
Alliance Church of Terrace 
came to the rescue and brought 
them here. The Vahedis are 
In 1985, they had escaped to Christians, not Moslems as we 
, might expect Paklstan from Iran (pronounced ...... igor . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  
• " t ne'wnoie family IS taking E-ran). They prod smuggler~ to  _ , . . , ,  . : 
cr~t th#m thra.nh'~tha .,l~Ja~ engdsa:as a secona mnguage at 
• ' • ~or tnwest  ~ornmumty  Uol Iege crosslng.~.They left behind m . , . . .  .... <~. . .~  . • 
" : * ' : "  ' " r . . . . .  ~nen~oaa prmses -nls" parents. Iran one slster and one brother, ,,,_<,: . . .  , . . . 
It s rea.y nara, out tttey nave both of whom already had " ~ 
the courage." The'ithree young families of their own and were 
reluctant-to leave. Mehi'dad, the 
oldest, explains that  the two 
were also less vocal against he 
Ayatollah's regime and so were 
at less risk. The rest of the fami- 
ly decided to flee Iron when 
Hassan, the father, was jailed. 
The Vahedis had earlier sup- 
ported a demonstration :for 
democracy with the Sha. They 
were persecuted, had difficulty 
finding work, and finally 
Hassan was taken to prison. 
With bribes and a friend who 
worked in the prison, he was 
men are taking upgrading, first 
year university courses and 
learning how the system works 
for future reference. 
Mehrzad worked in the bush 
doing tree spacing for one 
month this summer. Now he is a 
cook at A & W. When asked 
about his cooking experience, he' 
replied, " I 'm a great cook --  at 
hornet Now I'm a great cook at 
A & W!" Mehrzad is a singer in 
his spare time and is looking for 
an accompan is t  (p iano,  
guitar..,). Call him at 638-0014. 
released.• Mehrdad was briefly with 
h ] CMO T e jud'cial system in Iran is . . Carpets. Now he does odd 
joos. very corrupt and it was possible: Mahyar is at college full 
that they would never see h im L time. He is impressed with the 
again if they allowed thei: students and teachers and the 
'system' to proceed. Hassan had whole democratic system - -  
his own company, importing "Pe°ple here are free to do what 
and exporting hospital and" they want to do." 
-rh,,~,: The three ions eventually plan 
laboratory equipment, ali..,,~,, to go to university in a city. But 
walked away from it --  r 
home, family and family _for now, Terrace is home and a 
mess to t welcome one Mehrzad explains, bus" , escape o freedom. '= ~.,: • 
Mahvar the ,,oun-est left The reg!me spoiled our culture, 
: , ~ e,  , ""our 'people. We have a bad high school. (Grade 12) to flee~ , ~ 
with his family, He explalnsthat reputation in the rest of the 
he repeated both Grades 11 and world, but people., here have 
12 to'delay conscription i to• the-: ~ treated us well."' 
Iranian army. Many students " 
, purposely failed grades in school 
because they disagreed with the 
war and the barbaric manner in 
which it was being fought. 
Mahrzad had already finished 
his education when the revolu, 
tion happene¢t 1o years ago. He 
was trained as a machinist.. But, 
because of his political views, 
he couldn't : find work. His 
journeyman papers were lost 
during their escape. He hopes to 
improve his English to the extent 
that he can soon write the B.C. 
exam for his ticket,. He and. 
Mehrdad, the eldest, a graduate 
. .  ~ .  
 qw&Y. 
• QUAL ITY  
HOME CARE AND 
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, 
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sm  OSM=CS 
Qu, j, rrv 
i i | i i 
NUTRITION AND 
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
.ur 1618 
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The Vahedl fami ly  - -  Mahyar, Mr. Vahedi, Mrs. Vahedi, Mehrzad and Mehrdad - -  are new- 
comers to Terrace from Iron. Betty Barton photo. 
, 3 
FALL ALL-SEASON 
Great tires and a great deal more 
i mPERFORMANCI 
i. ""• 
t 
"BENEFITS IFIATURU 
X.Iro 1)action ~ (XTP) ' Kee~I lmlid flexil~e ven illlow 
compound lenqxlrlltmm lot excel~l ~aOion. 
T.o wkte reel l:w~llm Jmd l)dy~ter- ...Oomb4m. to IxcM~ ~r~ for Imo I~  
conlbody meima iemooth~de, ) - 
A~,  sei~..open., med.delign Plovk:lel wped~ Iraclton In sl~and reed. 
STARTING $6 5 50 
FROM 
PETROcANADA ® 
Totem Service 
(N &J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO :ANADA DEALER 
47 i l  Lakelse Ave., Ter race ,  B.C. 
~m, mm mm IN  m~,a l  m 
• • ,  j 
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Carpenters keep peaceful profile. 
A peaceful lobby by the B.C. 
Northwest District Council of 
Carpenters and Joiners led to 
scene of minor confrontation at 
the Terrace Co-op store on a re- 
cent weekend evening. Union 
current renovationproject, and 
both center around the job being 
given to Kermodei Construc- 
tion. According to Jensen, the 
union supposedly representing 
Kermodei workers, the B.C. 
business manager John Jensen Workers' Union, is more in- 
Said a few of their members terested in the welfare of the 
began handing out leaflets at 
about 6p.m. that evening, but 
the activity didn't meet with the 
approval of Co-op management, 
who called the police. 
Co-op general manager Law- 
rence Gosselin had little to say 
about the event •except hat the 
Co-op felt it wasn't acceptable 
for the half-dozen union mem- 
bers to carry out their lobbying 
ef forts  on Co-op property. 
Police were called, he said, only 
after they refused to leave. 
When police were called 
Gosselin says, the union 
members left the building quiet- 
ly and continued handing out 
their leaflets in front of the main 
entrance. 
Jensen says the union has two 
primary complaints against he 
company than thato f  the 
workers, and for that reason is 
only recognized by the Industrial 
Relations Council of B,C., not 
by other unions. Jensen says the 
Carpenters' Union doesn't 
believe the Co-op was function, 
ing in the best interest of the 
community when they awarded 
the contract o Kermodei Con- 
struction. 
Rumors of an all-out boycott 
of the Terrace Co-op, though, 
may have been premature. 
Jensen says the union is "in it 
for the long haul" and will take 
on the job of educating the 
public "one step at a time". He 
says union members will con- 
tinue to hand out educational 
pamphlets but that their effort 
will be low key. 
• . :  • ~• '  %',•:. 
~i/~ i 
. . . .  ii:, ,'• ~: ••'ii' 
..... >.:.~ . • .(., ........ ,:, ....... ~, , ; . : . : :  ::",.. 
The rapidly changing face of the Terrace Co.op never looks quite the same two days in a 
row. But general manager Lawrence Gosselin says it's the same on the inside of the 
store too. He says the project is currently ahead of schedule and interior work planned 
for next January is already underway. 
j ? / .~ ' :  r 
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I Terrace. 
Tree Trlmming 
Will cut down any tree! 
'1,000.000 liabllily for YOUR protect ion~-"  
635-7400 . L  
I ~ WEB OFFSET 
I : f ~ %  PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and  PUBLISHERS 
 GloseUp 
635-7040 
PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
- -  -... pF n 
~ -gEe .  r 
: ' "  EL [ CT .ONi ( 'S  * [ .  
(A DIVISION OF LACItOIX INDUSTIIliS LTD.) 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appl iances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELLITE T.V. 
I 
1635-5134] 
4510 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat RepaJrs 
Durable --  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs - 
We speciol ize in conveyor belt 
insto l lot ions,  splicing, ond repoirs 
vuiconizlng ond pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.0663 
[ 
~.~ -~ Guide 
, VOICE  PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE  
mJ 638-8195 
lN#1-3238 K01um St., Terroce, B.C., V8@ 2N4 
When most people are looking for a job - -  
temporary, part-time or full-time --  they turn to 
classified. So, if you need some extra help this 
holiday, classified is the place to advertise. 
: I 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (~  
DESIGN -- INSTALLATION MAINTENANCE Jon Blake 
COMMERClA'-- RESIOE~AL 635-2572 
* LAWN REJUVENATION 3e23 81mplon COla, 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP T in ,  B.C. 
r 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYP ING 
TOTAL 
-"4~..~J ' '~  ~ = - -  ~ . . . . . .  :,'~_ :~ ' - :  • ~-- . ' ; .  
~' : ' ; " . 'C~-  , " ~. ' .  : "  2 ".;Z :'A ~; : '~ : "  " . '~t . . :  .~  ~:~*  r~"~.  ~ ~ ":; • • ~-  ":. ' . - -° • 
MERC CRUllERS # MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIOHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POW1EN PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
o,. No. 7~0 • POWER RIIOOUCTS 
2803 Kenney Street I ! ~  
Terrace,  B.C. I I L~,~.~,~ 4711-A Kelth Ave. 
CHANGES . wo,,. Tanning System I I Auto Glass Specialists 
. , ,o , ,e  io .  o,, o,,,,oi,,,,..,,, I I ICBC claims handled promptly 
TOTALH_AIRi~AFLE 635-9666 I . I 638'-1166 
Vehicles * 
Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
. . . . .  . . . o : ' °~. .  . . . .  . . . .  4 ° . . ,  
. 
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A recent retirement gift brought a youthful sparkle to the 
eyes of 18-year Public Works employee Arthur Gellert. This 
toy John Deem backhoe on an engraved mounting was 
chosen by the Public Works staff and it will obviously be 
the source of many fond mem()ries in the years to come. 
Gellert was honored at a recent city council meeting where 
he received this gift from Public Works as Well as a Ker- 
model Bear picture from the city. 
: "  \ 
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Where" To Find,It' 
R & R CONTRACTING 
.ii i¸ i. ) ~¸  
Phone 638-0206 Free  Es t imates /  
FRAMING 
ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
DRYWALL 
~ ~ PAINTING 
No job too small! 
& Q~remahJrhm, ~til. "-- 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604.635.2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Northern Carpet 
& Uphols_.tery Cleaning ~- - -T - -~ 
39.95 Full Price " ~ ~  
Two Rooms and Hallway ~ 
• No Residue 
Hypo-Allergenic ~ ~  
Ask for References ~ "  
and "Expect  the Best"  " I " 
635-3944 
Business booming for Co-op, 
manager credits renovations 
Co-op general manager  
Lawrence Gosselin is smiling... 
and with good reason. Business 
has been far better than expected 
during their current renovations 
and the project itself is ahead of 
schedule. Gosselin attributes the 
current state of business to the 
fact that the $750,000 renova- 
tion project is long overdue and 
Co-op members are finally see- 
ing something happen. "Mem- 
bers wanted something to hap- 
pen more than anything else," 
Gosselin says of the project. 
"They're excited and they're 
coming in to see what's going 
on." 
Gosselin says there have been 
some minor delays caused bythe 
delivery of windows and doors, 
but  adds that this has made it 
possible for other work to pro- 
gress earlier than planned. In -  
terior work that wasn't sched- 
uled until January is already 
underway and the missing hard- 
ware components ca. be q~icldy 
installed when they arrive, put- 
Building center moving 
Steel location 
ting the project over a month 
ahead of schedule. Just how far 
ahead of schedule is difficult to 
determine, however, because an 
actual completion date hasn't 
been set. "We know what we're 
going to do," says Gosselin, 
"and it will be done as soon as 
possible." 
Some of the more exciting 
things to look for in the near 
future, says Gosselin, involves 
the Co-op Building Centre and 
the Farm and Garden Centie. 
The Building Centre is expected 
to be open for business at a new 
location by mid-December - -  
the former QM Industries 
premises at Keith and Molitor. 
Gosselin says the Co-op has 
leased the property, and the 
larger building and 1.3 acres of 
property promise a bigger and 
better Building Centre. "This is 
a big move that we've needed for 
quite some time and we're anx- 
ious to get in," says Gosselin. 
And once this move is com- 
plete, he says, the Farm and 
Garden Centre can move into 
the building previously occupied 
by the Building Centre. Co-op 
has been planning that move 
since the Farm and Garden Cen- 
tre was destroyed by fire. 
In the months to come, the 
main Co-op building will boast a 
totally renovated food floor and 
concourse, two brand new en- 
trances and a completely re- 
vamped and enlarged cafeteria. 
He adds that there's a bonus in 
the cafeteria renovations for the 
seniors' housing project, too. 
All the old tables and chairs in 
the cafeteria have been donated 
to their recreation center. 
Guide 
SWIFT1  , 
., MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . . . i f  not. ~. tell us., 
RON or AL ", :~ : 4918 Greig Ave. 
: Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
Your complete 
source for. all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
:- First qual ity shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices ape VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
41140 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
" i iii!i@~!ili i~ 
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~ "qlL, J B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 - 10:30 da i ly  
2701S. Ka lum 635-6180 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C; Bus. 635'5288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 Res. 63S-SS44 SKiDO0 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles** Ch~lneawe 
Snowmobllee ,A, Madne Suppllee 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
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Coming up with a namefor an 
independent university in the 
north should be of particular in- 
terest to Northwest residents. 
Besides the $500 prize for the 
best entry, a name originating in 
the Northwest could help instill 
a degree of western identity in 
the northern university concept. 
To help you in your quest, here's 
a brief history to date. 
by Tod Strachan 
• Y: • 
November 22, 1989 
Name that u 
As this battle of philosophies supported thenorthern universi- Vander Zalm shuffled his by all. 
The idea of, a northern Univer- 
sity was developed in Prince 
George by the Interior Universi- I 
ty Society under the leadership I of Dr. Murray Sadler. A short 
time later, what was to be dub- 
bed the Dalhoff model was de- 
veloped by this society. The Dal- 
hoff model envisioned a central 
campus in Prince George with 
smaller satellite campuses 
throughout the north. It was 
Suggested that the most capable 
professors in the world could be 
attracted to teach at such a 
university by employing them 
between regular assignments o 
provide intensive instruction 
over a period of a few weeks. 
This differs from the traditional 
university approach where in- 
. ~.rtwtion is normally spread over 
a four to eight month period. 
Another big difference in the 
Dalhoff model was that a 
aaiversity education would be  
available within a few miles of 
the student's home. The student 
would travel to the Prince 
George campus only for specific 
portions of a program where 
more specialized instruction or 
facilities were required. This 
would mean significant savings 
to students in travel and living 
expenses when compared to the 
current situation where students 
must move south to attend 
university. 
The last but possibly most im- 
portant difference was the fact 
that the university would offer 
instruction that was oriented to- 
wards northern lifestyles and 
economic factors. This, it was 
believed, would provide a new 
breed of professional, a profes- 
sional who wanted to live and 
work. in the north, graduates 
whounderstood the north and 
wanted to be a part of its future. 
For these reasons, the Dalhoff 
model ooked good to the socie- 
ty as well as a great number of 
northern residents. But there 
Were problems. The name of the 
society itself, the Interior 
University Society, wasn't at- 
tractive to many in the north.., it 
is gradually being changed to the 
Northern University Society. 
Also, even through the govern- 
ment favored the idea of 
"rural" universities, they 
weren ' t  particularly excited 
about the idea of the Dalhoff 
concept. • * 
• ~ The province seemed to favor. 
' the implementation of extension 
progr.~, s from existing univer- ' 
• dries 'm local colleges. This 
i policY Was carried 'out earlier 
: this year in colleges at Kel0wna, 
Kaml0ops and Nanaimo. The 
Interior (Northern) University 
Society resisted, howeVer, They 
wanted/ a full-fledged; free- 
standing umversity of thar own; 
one that wouldn't degrade the ~ 
,~ Value of  ~epd~ting, ¢oUep.~pr~ 
gr~s,, they said, . . . .  
continued, then-Minister of Ad; 
-vanced Education Stan Hagen 
treated the society in the way a 
tired traveller on safari treats a 
lone mosquito. He seemed to try 
and ignore it with the apparent 
hope it would fly away. At the 
same time, however, Premier 
Bill Vander Zalm didn't seem 
completely convinced of 
Hagen's stand. When Vander 
Zalm visited Terrace for the of. 
ficial Repap opening, he told the 
Terrace Review that he fully 
ty Concept. 
Several months later he 
changed his stance somewhat. 
Following. his commitment of 
$2.4 million for the completion 
of the Shames Mountain road, 
he told the Terrace Review that 
while he believed the north 
would and should have a free- 
standing university someday 
(possibly in 10 years), they 
should jump on Hagen's band- 
wagon in the meantime. 
But a few weeks ago, when 
cabinet, the society received a 
.shot in the arm. The leadership 
of the Ministry Of Advanced 
Education was taken away from 
Vancouver Island's Stall Hagen 
and given to Bruce Strachan of 
Prince George. A strong hint of 
what's to come? No one kno~,s, 
but it certainly did a lot for 
morale. In spite of Hagen's ap- 
parent indifference, the idea of a 
university in the north hadn't 
died and what was seen as a 
positive change was welcomed 
While "all this :-,was taking 
place, the Implementation P I~-  
ning Group (IPG) has been effi- 
ciently grinding away, and their 
recommendation fora university 
in the north should be tabled in 
Victoria in about three weeks. 
Also, the three northern colleges 
are working on developing a uni- 
fied front of their •own and will 
be making their own recommen- 
dation early next year. Strachan 
met with both these groups in 
continued on page19 
Coming Events 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each WednesdaY from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Overeaters Anonymous Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 'Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Phone 635-6510 or 
635.4763 for further Information. 
Nov. 20 to 24 and 27 to Dec. 1 - .The Salvation Army will 
be taking applications for Christmas hampers and toys 
at 4643 Walsh Avenue, Terrace, between the hours of 1 
and 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 22 --  The Terrace Adoptive Su p- 
port Group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. New 
resource material is available. Everyone welcome. For 
more information~ call Lori at 635-9533. 
Friday, November 24 --  Grey Cup Smoker at. the Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 13, Terrace. Call 635-5825 for 
eligibility and information, or stop in at the Branch. 
Nov. 24 and 25 -- BOOK SALE!!! The Terrace Public 
Library will hold a book sale at the Skeena Mall from 6 to 
9 ~.m:-on Friday andi0a.m~ to4 p.m. on:Saturday. Don't 
miss iti Bargains galore! 
November 24 and 25 -- Mills Memorial Hospital Aux- 
illary will be selling tickets for a Christmas draw. First 
prize is a food basket, second prize a craft basket, 3rd 
prize a hand knit baby crib cover. Tickets are on sale 
both days from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Skeena Mall. The 
draw will be held on Dec. 16 at 3 p.m. at the Hospital Gift 
Shop, 
Saturday, November 25 -- The Annual Christmas Bake 
Sale and Bazaar of the Skeena Valley (Fall) Fair Associa- 
tion in the concourse of the Terrace Co-op. If you still 
have recipes for our 20th Anniversary (in 1990) 
Cookbook please bring them along. 
Saturday, November 25 - -  The 15th annual BIG BAND 
DANCE will be held at Skeena School, 7 p.m. for 
cocktails; 8 p.m., hot buffet; 9 p.m., dancing. Tickets are 
available at Sight and Sound. For table reservations, 
phone 638-8466. 
Sunday, November 26 --  The Terrace Alliance Church, 
4923 Agar Avenue, will be featuring the Billy Graham 
film, "Cry From the Mountain", during the evening ser- 
vice which begins at 6:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome to 
attend. 
Thursday, November 30 --  The Terrace Anti.Poverty 
Groupwill be holding their annual general meeting at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library meeting room 
(basement). New board members for 1990 will be 
elected. Everyone welcome. Phone 635-4631 for further 
Information. 
Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9 --The Terrace Little Theatre 
is pleased to present a revival of the English suspense 
Bridgehead TradinglOxfam,i Tools for Peace, Voice of 
Women and B.C. Africa Outreach at the Art Galleryfrom 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and at Knox United Church from 2 to 4 
p.m. 
Week of December 4 -  Financial problems? Free and 
confidential assistance Is available from a provincial 
government debt counsellor during the week of Dec. 4, 
1989. For an appointmentcal1627-1364 in Prince Rupert, 
638.3200 in Terrace and 632-6188 in Kitimat. For further 
in formation~ contact Guy Pocklington, Ministry of 
Labour & Consumer Services, at 660-3550. 
Tuesday, December 5 - -  Terracevlew Lodge's sixth an- 
nual Christmas tea and bazaar will be held from 2to 3:30 
p.m. and from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Terracevlew Lodge. 
Crafts, bake sale, tea tables, raffles and much more. 
Everyone is welcome. Watch for the lighting of our 
Christmas tree around 8 I~.m. on Dec. 5. 
Tuesday, December 5 -- The Ladles' Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 will be holding the 
final meeting of 1989. Election of officerswlll take place 
and youare reminded to pay your dues before the end.of 
D ec.189i'Capt!' Harker will be attending retake the gluts 
for the needy and the canned food that we will 
bring to the" meeting. Please attend this Important 
meeting. It starts at 7:30 p.m. in the Legion with a get 
together afterwards. 
Tuesday, December 5 - -  Northwest Development 
Education Assoc. presents KEITH PHILANDER, 
Catholic Church of Canada representative on the Inter- 
national Observer Team for the recent Narniblan elec- 
tion process, at 7:30 p.m. in the library basement. Topic 
is "Changes in Namibia: Africa's Last Colony". Child 
care subsidy available. Everyone welcome. For more In- 
formation, call Frances st 635-2436. 
Wednesday, December 6 -- Terrace Public Library 
presents "Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for 
those who really plan to "get up and go"! Travel con- 
sultant Theresa Brlnkac will show videos and share 
some of her experiences in a series of Informal talks 
about countries she has visited. Tonight's topic is 
Hawaii. Time is 7:30 p.m. Admission is free, everyone is 
welcome! Phone the library at 638-8177 for more Infor- 
mation. 
Wednesday, December6 - -  NOTICE TO GOLFERS: The 
annual general meeting of the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club will be held at 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. 
Wednesday, December 6 --  A Christmas bazaar will be 
held at Veritas School gym, 4836 Straume Ave., Terrace, 
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. A light supper will be available 
(grill for hamburgers and hot dogs). 
Saturday, December 9 - .  There will be a meeting of the 
B.C. Seniors' Games Society, Zone 10, at the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St., Terrace, at I p.m. For fur. 
thriller "Ladles in Retirement" by Edward Percy and ther Information, contact Dorothy Cheyne at 632.3871, 
Reginald Denham, directed by Ken Morton. This three- Maxine Smallwood at 635-8648 or Shirley Cochrsne at 
act play was originally performed by the Terrace Little 624-6885. 
Theatre in 1957 and'will be appreciated by fans of tradi- Saturday, December 9 - -  "Tools For Peace" donation 
tional British melodrama. • The six performances will be day. Help build a new Nlcarsgua - -  10 a.m. to 6 p.m, In 
inthe McColiPlayhouseon Kalum St, at 8 p.m. The flrst the Skeena Mall. The people of •Nicaragua need 
performance will be a two-for-one night, notebooks, safety gear, rubber boots, farm tools and 
Saturday, December 2 - -  Terrace Art Association 
presents their •annual Christmas Arts and Crafts sale at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are now 
available at the Art Gallery, Terrace Library, Walllnda 
Crofts and Northern Lights Studio. .... 
Saturday, December 2 - -  The United Church women will 
be holding their Christmas Tea and Bazaar from 2 to 4 
p.m. at Knox United 'Church In Terrace, Everyone 
welcome. 
Saturday, December 2 - -  Northwest Development 
Education Asso¢; will be offering crafts, coffee and tea 
..from the...!Dovoloplng-::World':¢~and~:dlatributed by 
cash donations. For more Informatlon or donation plck- 
up, call Frances at 635-2436 or Nancy at 638-8393. 
Sunday, December 10 -.. Closlng date for tickets for 
Cholces Chrletmas party to be held at the Arena ban; 
quet room at 6 p.m. (dlnner and dance)on Dec. 16. 
Tlckets are avallable at Terrace & Dlstrlct office, 2 - 3215 
Eby Street, phone 635-7863. 
Spend New Year's Eve at the Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault, 
Terrace. Cocktails at 7 p.m., supper at 8 p.m. Live band, 
free rides home. For tickets, phone Rodger at 635.3733 
and leave a message or phone 635.3160, 
t 
scenesof 
- - , . .  
letirement' 
...... Contributed by 
: :  Hennle Cook 
Often when we go and enjoy a 
production at the theater we 
tend to applaud the actors and 
actresses Who gave us an evening 
o f  entertainment .and we tend to 
overlook-the people behind the 
scenes who have contributed 
equally to'make it all happen. 
This week we will • go backstage 
and meet • some of these 
dedicated folks. 
Take a 10ok at the set, for in- 
stance. I was at the McColl 
Playhouse a few weeks ago and 
there was 0nly a stage cluttered 
with boards, tools and other 
building materials, and one man 
busily sawing and hammering. 
And so I met Dave Battison -- 
designer 0f.the set. 
Dave is no stranger to set 
design. He has been a set design 
technician for the past eight 
years. He received his formal 
training both in high school at 
Victoria and then studied at the 
University of Victoria. He began " 
his career at the Belfrey Theatre 
in Victoria and •worked with 
them for eight years. Later he 
joined the Victoria Symphony as 
stage manager and lighting 
designer and travelled with them 
all over Vancouver Island, in the 
southern interior, and on their 
American Pacific tour. 
• But Dave felt he would enjoy 
the •.peace and quiet of small 
iown t*e, so he made a career 
change and came to us in Ter- 
race via Burns Lake. He now 
works for AGK as a salesman. 
Of course, it's difficult to get the 
stage out of your life, so he join- 
ed the Little Theatre in 1986 and 
has been involved in set design 
and lighting for productions 
such as Young Dracula, 
Heavens to Betsy and The, Wiz. 
I asked him if he'd ever:con- 
sidered'acting asa career and he 
admitted taking two years of 
acting at UVic. He said his act- 
ing career came to an end after 
one small walk-on part as a 
priest, when he realized that be- 
ing out in front of a crowd ter- 
rified him. So now he's back 
behind the scenes, where he is 
happy; when you see the set for 
Ladies in Retirement, you'll 
realize we're lucky to havehim 
there! 
You may also ask yourself 
who gets together all the furnish- 
an excellent job we have seen in 
plays such as Heavens to Betsy. 
And who is directing all these 
wonderful scenes? A well- 
known man in Terrace Little 
Theatre --  Ken Morton. Some 
say that Ken and his wife Lorna 
have been the backbone of the 
local theater for some 20 years. 
His involvement with theater 
began in -h igh  school in 
Birkenhead, England with She 
Stoops to Conquer. His career 
as a teacher took him to many 
exotic places: Egypt; Hagen- 
furt, Austria; Sennelager, Ger- 
many; Penang, Malasia; and 
everywhere he went he and his 
wife Lorna became involved 
with the theater. During the 
British Festival in 1951 he played 
a part in Easy Money. In Klag- 
enfurt here were pantomimes of
Cinderella nd Aladdin. During 
his stay in Sennelager he began 
his career as director when the 
Colonel who held that position 
was suddenly transferred. In  
Penang he experienced his most 
unusual and challenging play 
when he directed Ali Baba and 
the 40.Thieves with 40 Maiays as 
thieves, none of who spoke 
English. 
He arrived in Terrace in 1969. 
He had spotted an advertisement 
in ".The Times Educational Sup- 
plement" for a teaching position 
in Terrace while, in~Ehglan,d and 
he has been here ever since. So 
we have enjoyed Ken's per- 
formances in Goodnight Mrs. 
Puffin and in Arsenic and Old 
Lace. For his performance of 
Krapps Last Tapes, a one-man 
play by Samuel Beckett, he won 
the zone Best Play and Best Ac- 
tor award. He is definitely aman 
of many talents. 
With the expertise 0 f  these 
people behind the scenes and the 
talents of those on stage, Ladies 
in Retirement is bound for great 
success. Get your tickets early. 
Performances are scheduled for 
Nov. 30, Dec. I and 2, and again 
the following weekend, Dec. 7, 8 
and 9 at the McColl Playhouse 
on the corner of Kalum and 
Soucie. Come on down and en- 
joyl 
ing, costumes, knick.knacks and U re p o rt e d 
things that make the •whole play n 
seem so real - -  meet Jo  
Falconer, stage member. Jo has 
been around the theater since 
Young Dracula in November 
1986. She came. to Terrace in 
1974 from England via Toronto, 
Vancouver and Stewart. She has 
taught Grade 3 at Kiti K'Shan 
for the past 15 years, where she 
became involved with the annual 
loca lMus ic  Festival. Her 
specialty was speech arts; her 
classes .have won many trophies 
in ~h¢ area, and one year were 
chosen to perform at the final 
n!ght concert. She  has also 
.... taught speech arts. at the 
Academy of Performing Arts. 
rapes 
In a story on:page 23 of the: 
Nov. 15 Terrace Review on the 
Terrace Sexual Assault Centre, 
we reported that violent rapes by 
strangers are uncommon in this 
area. Lois Stoner, the co- 
ordinator for the center, has 
asked us to clarify that state- 
ment by adding that the reported 
number of violent rapes is  
relatively low. 
Stoner says she believes in- 
cidents of acquaintance and,date 
Does Jo have any ambition to rapes in this area is far higher 
light up the stage7. No, i she . is  than, the number of reports 
quitecontent to continUe gather- would tend to indicate, but un- 
ing,idl the right props for each reported rapes do not form part 
play anti to stand back ~md on-: of crime' statistics, making that 
• i . . , . .  . . . . . . . .  . , . .  \ b joy theaudien~. That she does .da~ mlslmdln$, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
k '~: ~':C O T 
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Tills Is part of the array of local talent that will bring "Ladies in Retirement" to the stage of 
the McColl Playhouse at the end of this month. They have a proven record of production 
success. 
College financial aid 'pretty active' 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege has released a report outlin- 
ing financial assistance offered 
to area college students in the 
1988/89 fiscal year. "We're 
starting-to get a pretty active 
financial aid program going," 
says NWCC board chairman 
Hans Wagner. And the report 
bears this out. 
Forty-three students were 
assisted through the tuition fee 
reduction program. Under this 
program, Grade 12 graduates 
are offered a reduction in tuition 
fees based on their academic 
standing: 100 percent for an 
"A"  average, 75 percent for a 
"B+"  average, and 50 percent 
for a "B" average. In addition, 
financial awards were given to 
66 Adult Basic Education 
students, 20 others received help 
through the work study program 
by working on college organized 
projects, and 57 out of 84 ap- 
plicants were assisted to the tune 
of $18,246 through the College 
Bursary/Endowment fund. 
J •  
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CATS 
I love cats. 
BUt I love wild birds arid 
squirrels more. And 
neighborhood cats are killing 
them. 
Am I the only one in Terrace 
or Thornhill with the problem 
of trespassing cats? Apparently 
not. Both the Terrace and 
Thornhill Animal Shelters ay 
they receive complaints. 
Bill Merilees, president of the 
Vancouver Natural History 
Society and author of "Attrac- 
ting Backyard Wildlife," ad- 
dressed this problem indirectly 
in a recent issue of Har- 
rowsmith magazine. 
Compared to dogs, cats - -  
he said - -  "present agreater 
challenge -- especially to 
gardeners interested in attrac- 
ting wildlife to their 
backyards." 
Unlike dogs, cats will not be 
deterred by a fence around 
your yard. And even the family 
dog is not a reliable deterrent 
- -  some dogs like cats. 
"The damage they (cats) do 
to neighborhood wildlife 
populations i disturbing," Mr. 
Merilees continued. "One re- 
cent study suggests that the 
average domestic at kills a 
minimum of one animal per 
month." 
Four neighborhood cats have 
claimed our wooded acre as 
their hunting territory. The 
other day my husband and I 
watched in helpless horror as a 
grey tabby pounced on a 
Stellar's jay while it gobbled 
sunflower seeds at the kitchen 
window feeder. Only a pane of 
glass separated us. But we were 
powerless to defend our wild 
feathered friend. In an instant, 
in less than human reflex time, 
the cat had accomplished its 
destructive deed. 
Suddenly and unexpectedly 
our feeder, which has brought 
us so much pleasure over the 
years we have lived here, 
became a nightmarish death 
_trap. We attempted to devise a 
way to cat-proof it. 
The jay escaped, leaving 
behind a flurry of feathers. 
Sadly, we haven't seen it since. 
I wish I could say the same for 
the cat. 
A couple of hours ago, I 
took a break from preparing 
this article and went downstairs 
to make myself a cup of tea. 
Amelia appeared outside my 
kitchen window. She is another 
one of my little friends whose 
frequent visits I cherish. We 
have been friends for about 
two years now. Amelia is my 
name for an amiable and in- 
dustrious red squirrel. She 
drops by the feeder usually 
" ;.firsi 
Wednesday: 
with 
Fae.: 
byFae  Moon y 
tea at the window and she 
cracked sunflower seeds a few 
inches away at the feeder. 
Then - -  from the edge of the 
feeder a clawed black paw ap- 
peared. Slowly, a black cat 
raised its head, eyes fiercely in- 
tent on its victim - -  Amelia. 
My little friend's reflexes were 
faster than the cat's. And so 
was my verbal response... 
Amelia escaped, unharmed. 
This time at least. 
Back to the drawing board 
- -  scrap cat-proof feeder #1... 
Amelia and I shared 
something very special this past 
spring. She visited our feeder 
with such frequency that I was 
able to observe her through er 
pregnancy. It was fascinating 
to watch the changes -- not 
only in her appearance asher 
fuzzy grey tummy filled out, 
but also the changes in her 
mannerisms, and her fastidious 
behavior. I was offered the uni- 
que opportunity to observe 
nature at close range --  and 
felt a bit like a surrogate 
grandma. Late in May she gave 
birth t~. two little ones - -  a 
male and a female. They came 
to be known as Junior and 
Missy. Their snug and secure 
nursery was located a few feet 
from the house in our garage 
and when they were old enough 
they began visiting our kitchen 
feeder like their mother. We 
watched Amelia's babies grow 
and eventually leave home. 
This fall Amelia presented us 
with another litter of two little 
ones. On a Sunday afternoon 
last month my hubby and I 
again had the pleasure of wat- 
ching two tiny squirrels romp 
and scamper like fuzzy-tailed 
Chip and Dale. Amelia's babies 
played at the base of a pine 
tree in our yard. Up and down, 
round and round, they chased 
each other's tails. Then off into 
the nearby brush they 
scampered, one following the 
other. Back and forth they 
dashed, pausing briefly to catch 
their breath. Then up the tree 
again, round and round, in  
mock battle with each other. 
Fearless, heedless little babes. 
That evening one of them was 
caught by a neighbor's cat, 
One estimate suggests there 
are five million cats in Canada, 
If this count is accurate, then 
more than sixty million small 
animals are killed every year by 
cats. 
If you have a backyard 
feeder, what can you do about 
trespassing cats? 
Cats do not require licensing 
as dogs do. They are free to 
roam. There is no such thing as 
a Cat Catcher. Therefore, it's 
up to us. 
sibility and keep their cats at::i-: " ~::. ~,' ..
home. Most L :an imal  : experts *' . . . .  "-- • • ¢ , . .  
agree, that, given an ap= i. 
propriate indoor environment; 
domcstic L ats need.never be.let , .! 
:* . :  . ;~':~L 
every morning for a handful o f  In his article, Bill Merilees 
sunflower seeds andan apple ~ gave three solutions: ~:', . ~ 'to, your neighbors. Do your 
wedge,  Throughout the day she • "There are two solutions to best to keep your cat at home. 
¢~ ~rive unexpectedly, This the cat problem," he sa id ,  Keep it well,fed and provide 
afternoon we shared each "although neither will endear common sense care, This ad- 
L other*s company as ! sipped my you to your neighbors. The i: .... continued ,on page 17 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
PAass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday:7:30 p.m. .- Fr..Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: 
10:00 a.m. Priest in Charge: 
SundaySchoelclassesareheldduringthe9a.m.se~lce.Chlld Yen. J.A. MacKenzi  I
care is available during the 9 a.m service. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 655-901q 
I 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - -  11:30 o.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstod 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.rn. ale Unruh - -  635-7313 t:, 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pal lor  : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:oo p.m.635.5115 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister:. 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd and 4th Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Sunday. 4th Sunday: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. hymns only 7:00 p.m. 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: Patton 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Paston 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 
351 1 Eby Street 
11:15 s.m. 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening service: 6:30 p.m. 
• 635.2434 
I 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
• All are cordial ly Invited 
Youth Ministries , Home Bible Studies , Visitation 
4923 Agor Avenue 635'7727 
The salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 635-64110 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Patton 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter 8lays - -  635-282i 
Coffee Break, LsdrU' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m, & 7:45.p.m. 
3602 Sparks . eu.s17s 
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• If youare a cat owner, you 
havea responsibility o it and 
- -  imprisoning cats or destroy- 
ing them. He suggests a much 
less controversial method that 
requires patience and restraint 
and - -  perhaps - -  may also be 
acceptable to responsible cat 
owners. He calls it the 1-2-3 
method and it works like this: 
Step #1: If you know where 
the cat lives,inform its owner 
of the problems you are ex- 
periencing. If you caught he 
cat in the act, show your 
neighbor the evidence (take 
along the dead wild pet). Ask 
your neighbor to please keep 
the cat at home. Be firm - -  but 
be polite. 
Step #2: If the problem per- 
sists or you do not know where 
the cat lives (it could be a 
stray), you can build, buy, or 
borrow from the animal shelter 
a cat trap. Live traps can be 
rented from the Terrace animal 
shelter for $10 per week, which 
is refunded on return of the 
trap. Live traps are also 
available at the Thornhill 
shelter with adeposit. Bait the 
trap with beef liver or some 
other strong-smelling meat, and 
wait. 
Step #3: You can then return 
the captured cat to its owner, if 
known, and repeat, if 
necessary, steps #1 and 2. Or, 
you can take the captured cat 
to the animal shelter. Neither 
shelter will pick up captured 
cats. In Terrace the animal 
shelter is located at 4632 
Haugland. The Thornhill 
shelter is at 3856 Desjardines. 
Trespassing cats that appear 
to be homeless should be trap- 
ped for you r own safety. Stray 
cats can be carriers of disease 
that can be spread among 
domestic animals that come in 
contact with them. And some 
diseases are transferable to
humans. 
What will be the fate of a cat 
taken to the animal shelter? At 
either shelter the cat will be 
kept a minimum of three days 
and then, if unclaimed, will 
become available for adoption. 
In Terrace it has a 50/50 
chance of being adopted. (I 
forgot to ask at theThornhill 
shelter.) After three' days, the 
• Thornhill shelter told me, the 
cat will be advertised for adop- 
tion on AM and FM radio. In • 
Terrace the cat may possibly be 
kept for as long as three weeks, 
depending on how crowded the 
facility happens to be. If a new 
homeJs not found for the cat it 
will be euthanized. 
If you love cats as I do, and 
you have one as a pet - -  don't 
let euthanasia be its fate. 
CTOI Y i:: 
loose outside. The second solu- F 
tion is to eliminate the cats . "  " ~: 
(Clubbing"dr°wning'i ° r  : ~ " path~'~of  the just is as 
asphyxiation with car exhaust | [ the sh in ing l ight,  ~ that  shin-  are inappropriate and cruel : ] L~The [[ eth more and more unto the 
ways to eliminate probiemcats ~ l f f~ '~/~ ~ |lperfectday. 
and are not at all recommended 
or condoned,)In fact, Merilees [ _ ~  
recommends neither approach . 
Time for Books 
• :.:.i,- ,. by Andrea Deakln 
• .iin 1970 Joan Fontalne was touring various summer theaters in 
Alan Ayckbourne's comedy Relatively Speaking. Remembering 
.what i t  felt like to listen to the star's endless tream of demands, 
whims and Complaints, One of the producers aid, "It got to be 
So bad that back in the hotel r0ora I would watch a late night 
rerun of Rebecca nd f0und myself rooting for Mrs. Danvers." 
:The stories, character sketches, wit and gossip which make up 
Peter Hay's diverting new collection Broadway Ai~ecdotes often 
bring the famous down to size, but they als0 show unexpected 
simplicity and modesty. He relates the story, for example, of 
Marilyn Monroebeing totally starstruck on her first encounter 
with Arthur Miller. They also give us a new insight into show 
people and what tliey find important -- there is thestory era  
wardrobe mistress who went to see Oklahoma!, and when asked 
what she thought of it countered, "You call those seams!". 
There are moments of touching modesty - -  when Irving Berlin 
h~ard some people were calling the show old-fashioned, he com- 
mented, "Yeah, it's an old-fashioned smash." Then there is, of 
course, the Broadway way of looking at things. William Collier 
opened The Patriot, one of his own plays, on December 30th. On 
January2nd he advertised, "Second Year in New York". 
Much in the style of his lively and entertaining Theatrical 
Anecdotes, Peter Hays has presented us with an equally diverting 
and entertaining collection from Broadway. Broadway Anecdotes 
is published by Oxford at $24.95. 
I 
Imagine a tract of ancient woodland, and imagine that in some 
other dimension that same woodland is inhabited by all the 
peoples, creatures and landscapes of the collective subconscious. 
Are those who break into the woodland experiencing their own 
myths or those of all mankind? Are they living in a continuous 
flow of experience, or does everything twist back on itself as 
myths are made, re-made, or re-remembered? This fascinating 
premise lies at the heart of Robert Holdstock's Mythago Wood. 
Mythago Wood not only reaped critical acclaim, it was also the 
winner of the British and World Fantasy Awards. At the end of 
that powerful and beautiful fantasy, just one realm remained 
unexplored. That was the source of all the myths, Lavondyss. 
Owen Keeton hears his grandchild Tallis cry out in the night, 
aware perhaps, ~ he is, of a shadowy figure moving across, the 
moonlit meadow. He writes a letter to little Tallis, and then turns 
to follow the figure. Tallis grows increasingly aware'of s0m~  
other existence superimposed on the world around her, 
Mythago Wood and Lavondyss are potent and original 
books, complex, highly imaginative and compelling reading from 
an outstanding writer of the genre. Lavondyss i published by 
McClelland and Stewart at $29.95: 
/ 
Fae  - -  oon.nued from p.Qo 16 
vice comes rrom a cat lover cat should go missing, call the 
and owner who also happens to animal shelter in your area. 
be an animal protection Remember, after three days it 
worker: if you can't devote the will be put up for adoption - -  
time to properly care for a cat or put down. The responsibility 
and to give it attention and af- is yours. 
fection; if you are not going to If you love cats, but love 
be home much of the time and wild birds and squirrels more, 
must leave the cat alone " about allyou can to besides 
then perhaps you shouldn't following the 1-2-3 method --  
have a cat. is be vigilant, and try to devise 
If you allow your cat to a cat-proof feeder... 
roam freely, you run the risk Sure hope I see Amelia 
of having it disappear. I f  your tomorrow. Alive. 
iSth ANNUAL 
BIG BAND DANCE 
'urday, November 25, 1989 
SKEENA SCHOOL 
7 p.m. Cocktails 
8 p.m. Hot Buffet 
9 p,m. Dancing 
(ETS AT SIGHT AND SOUND 
$25.00/person 
Table  Reservat ions phone,  , 
.... , . . . .  A tRcQA/=& 
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Scouting activities in the Terrace area change from season to season, but the groups are 
always doing something. This scene in late September on Lakelse Lake shows scouts from 
a number of different sections With leader John Treewit, who is also a supervisor at the 
park. 
Schedules set for Terrace scouts 
Contributed by 
Eric Harkonen 
The Scouts Canada organiza- 
tion in Terrace has gotten well 
under way. Anyone wishing to 
join the Scout movement, the 
times and places are as follows: 
First Beavers - -6:30 to 7:30 
p.m. Mondays at the Scout hall. 
Cubs --  E.T. Kenney Primary 
School Tuesdays from 7 to 8:30 
p.m. Scouts --  6:45 to 8:45 p.m. 
Wednesdays at E.T. Kenney. 
Ventures - -  Tuesdays from 7:30 
to 9 p.m. at the Scout hall. Sec- 
ond Scouts -- LDS church from 
7 to 9 p.m. Wednesdays. Fourth 
Beavers - -  Mondays from 6:30 
to 7 p .m.  Cubs  - -  7 to 8:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays. Scouts --  7 to 8:30 
p.m. Wednesdays. 
All sections of the Fourth Ter- 
race except Ventures meet at 
Parkside Elementary. Fourth 
Ventures meet at 4906 Park Ave. 
Tuesdays 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
Sixth Terrace - -a l l  sections 
meet at Uplands Elementary. 
Beavers -- 6 to 7 p.m. Mondays. 
Cubs - -  7 to 8:30 p.m. Mon- 
da~'s. Scouts - -  Wednesdays 7 to 
8:30 p.m. Seventh •Terrace 
Beavers-- Mondays from 6:30 
to 7:30 p.m. Cubs,-~Tuesdays 
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at ThornhiU 
Elementary School. This 
meeting place applies for both 
sections of the Seventh. Eighth 
Terrace Beavers-- 6 to 7 p.m. 
Mondays. Cubs - -  Tuesdays 
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The Eighth 
Terrace meets at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre. 
Some of these sections are 
full. All Scout Troop sections 
have room in them. For furthe~ 
informat ion contact  Per 
Halvorsen at 635-2118. 
There is a need for more 
leaders; a ratio of one adult to 
five Beavers and a ratio of one 
adult to six Cubs or Scouts must 
be maintained. At present he 
Venture Program is Co-ed in 
Terrace. Scouting is a fun pro- 
gram offered to the youth 
members in it. 
' ANNOUNCEMENT 
CN RAIL'SB.C. NORTH DISTRICT 
PESTICIDE USE PERMITS 
CN Rail's Engineering Department plans to apply herbicides once over the next 
three years to all ballast and around all signal appliances on the BC North 
District from Tete Jaune to Prince Rupert. It will also apply herbicides to nox- 
ious weeds on request by the Regional District Offices. The herbicides CN Rail 
uses are approved by the Federal Government Departments of Agriculture, 
Health and Welfare, Environment Canada, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. A 
label is applied to the products' containers dictating their approved use. 
The use of these herbicides is to ensure safe operation of trains. The railway 
runs on steel rails. Due to temperature changes large stresses are build up in 
these rails and the track is held in place by angular 2" pieces of rock called 
ballast. Any vegetation, soil, water, or contamination of the ballast reduces the 
holding capabilities of this rock. The herbicides wiii aiso be used to ensure fire 
protection of the signal appliances, which are again critical to the safe opera. 
tion of trains. 
The Provincial Pesticide Branch dictates how herbicides are used in British Col. 
umbia. The Pesticide Control Committee is composed of members from the 
various Provincial departments concerned with pesticides. They review permit 
applications and impose additional conditions on the use of herbicides to meet 
their concerns. After this process, the Pesticide Use Permits are issued and 
advertised for the public's scrutiny. CN Rail has secured the permits and is corn. 
plying with their terms. 
CN Rail has met annually with concerned groups to explain its vegetation con. 
trol program. These discussions have altered CN plans to the extent that 
vegetation control along the right-of-way will be by mechanical cutting where 
possible. As well there is a commitment by the railway to explore alternatives to 
herbicide use. Current information is that herbicides are the most effective and 
economic way to control vegetation in ballast,, 
CN Rail will apply herbicides employing a professional applicator and comply 
with all requirements of the two Governments. The environment and the public's 
safety are Important concerns to CN Rail. 
For additional information, please contact CN Rail's Engineering Department, 
#602. 299 Victoria Street, Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8, Attention: Patrick Egan, 
Technical Support Engineer, phone 565.8343. 
/ 
'we.ek " " 
A year ago this week "Election Fever '88" had spokesman said at the time. This story concluded 
come to a logical conclusion.., the voice of the with the latest developments in the Seven Sisters 
people. Preliminary results on the federal scene in- hiking trail proposal and how developers were 
dicated that Jim Fulton had recapturedSkeena close to a land use agreement with the Gitksan 
Riding in a big way. With 16,573 votes he had Wet'suwet'an Tribal Council and the Gitwangak 
taken 52.2 percent of the popular vote; more than Band Council. 
the other four candidates combined. Another Locally, the nurses' residence was in the news. 
story on page three, however, told how Conserva- A $500 bid from the Terrace Northmen Rugby 
time Ray Halvorson had vowed to win the next Club and plans for a rugby clubhouse were on 
one. A follow-up to this promise still waits to be hold. Mental Health had suggested the building 
written, could be used for other health-related purposes 
Locally, incumbent Bob Cooper•topped the and said these should be explored first. At the 
polls for a seat on city council and two newcomers time, then-hospital dministrator, NormCarefius, 
were voted in: Dave Hull and Darryl Laurent. said it would cost somewhere between $100,000 
Newcomer Eva Daniels topped the polls in the and $200,000 to replace the building and only 
school trustee race and was closely followed by in- about $20,000 to $25,000 to repair. 
cumbents Edna Cooper and Laverne Hislop. Many of the outdoor set were either dining or 
On the regional scene, around 100 teens partying. The "Second Annual Pickers' Party" 
gathered in Terrace for an ICBC-sponsored con- attracted about 24 local mushroom pickers. It was 
ference called "Wheels to Awareness". a blast, they reported. Especially the tale swap- 
Workshops were facilitated by Constable Ewan ping. The stories were basically true, a spokes- 
Harvie, Doug Smith, Ed De Walle, Dick Evans, person said, but a little tall at times. At the same 
Dr. K.O. Asante, Carol Harvie and others •to time, the Terrace Rod and Gun Club and the B.C. 
educate concerned teens on traffic accident Wildlife Federation hosted about 100 outdoors 
prevention and various kills they could use to get types for a dinner and dance. The dinner menu at 
themselves and their peers involved in the this event included achoice of pheasant, cariboo, 
CounterAttack program, cougar, bear, beef, pork, rabbit, fox, antelope, 
Also, the Terrace Review told of the takeover of salmon, porcupine and beaver. 
local Ministry of Highways assets by North Coast In the arts it was reported that "The Wiz", a 
Road Maintenance atan undisclosed price. Under joint effort of Terrace Little Theatre, Theatre 
the agreement, North Coast leased 10 trucks, two Alive and the Terrace Community Band, was a 
graders and three loaders from the ministry and huge success. And a new local business was also 
purchased outfight 37 other pieces of smaller introduced: a complete performing arts school 
equipment. They also purchased the district yard's had opened in Terrace under the direction of 
entire inventory of tools and materials. "This Marylin Davies and Bonnie MacNeill. It was 
development was the second of three phases in the reported that the new school would provide pro- 
government's privatization of the Terrace fessional instruction in piano, band instruments, A year ago thlsweak, the Terrace Youth Centre sponsored a 
Highways District. The third phase, the signing of electric and acoustic guitar, voice, drama and special "Thank You Dinner" to recognize the valuable con- 
a three-year maintenance contract, would follow speech arts. " " tributions made by local sponsors and supporters. It was a 
soon. In sports, it was reported that Kermode boys' rewarding evening of fun and games where youngsters and 
Federal fisheries held another in a series of an- basketball and volleyball teams were ranked in the adults found some common ground. 
nualpublic meetings in Terrace to review the 1988 top 10 and forging ahead in search of provincial .-~ : ~i , :~' 
season. Highlights of the fisheries report fr~om th~ honors. Atthe same time, the Kermode,~rls ' were ". 
meeting indicated that returns Of sockeye and making their own bid for the third year m a row, 
chum were "very good", the coho return was having just won the Northwest zone double 'AA' 
"good" (but, "the lowest on record"), pinks were girls' volleyball title. 
"poor", and, considering these returns, sports Kitimat Marlins swim club hosted and won a 
fishing was "very good" --  primarily because of four-city swim meet at Kitimat's Sam Lindsay 
the implementation f a Canada/U.S. agreement pool. Apparently due to their strength in numbers, 
controlling the commercial industry. But as for Kitimat swimmers racked up 567 points, 117 more 
steelhead, i t was reported that there were "con- than the second place Terrace Bluebacks. Prince 
cerns" over stocks in the upper river systems. Rupert placed third with 349 points and Prince 
• Changes were announced in the province's George came fourth with 186. Businessaffairsareput"onthebackburnerwhUe 
Small Business Forest Enterprise Program. Ac- In another story, Kitimat's Mark Fitzpatrick MUF.S Mar. 21-Apr. 19 you enjoy the company of fingeflng holiday house 
cording to then-Forests Minister Dave Parker, the was rated as the top rookie goaltender in the guests. 
program's new thrust -- to promote and en- AHL. It was reported he had a six-win, three-loss TAURUS • Tuesday's newmoon promises new direction for 
courage further manufacturing through a new record as the netminder for the New Haven Night- Apr. 2e-May 20 a joint moneymaking project. What you don't think of, others will. 
process of awarding timber sales called 'bid pro- hawks and held a 2.77 goals-against average and a GEMINI Legal matters have to be dealt with. An impersoml 
posals' -- had. been very well received. At the .910 save percentage. Which is probably why he May2l.June20 partnership arrangement takes on avery pers0nal 
same time, "Another big Northwest gold strike" was called up to the Los Angeles Kings for a three- tone. 
was reported 100 kilometers north-northwest of game stint, where he sat out two as the backup CANCER Fortunate developments onthe job put you inn 
Stewart and it was announced that a regional rain- goaitender and played the third, helping earn a 5-3 Jnne214uly22 progressive position. Lookfor ways to upgrade your skills. 
ing conference had been scheduled for April. The victory over the Chicago Black Hawks. LEO The social scene takes on a ho l iday  luster, and 
purpose of the conference was to promote Terrace Finally, the weather didn't make the front page July 23-Aug.22 you will be doing some interesting entertain- 
as the jumping-off point to the Stewart and Iskut a year ago this week, but it wasn't exactly sunshine ing--andromancing. 
gold fields, and roses either. On Nov. 16, 5.6 centimeters of VIRGO Begin projects related to family or property 
Another story describing current events in local snow fell and this was followed by showers of Aug.23-Sept. 2Z Interests. Besure to consider Input from the en- tirehousehold. 
industry told of a Skeena Cellulose plan to build a mixed snow and rain. Temperatures ranged be- Expressing your  opinion on an/~u eof interest . LIBRA 
$1.5 million bridge across the Skeena near St. tween -4  and +2 degrees Centigrade and the 8=pt.23.Oct.22 to the community puts you out trent. ]ne me~- 
Croix Creek. "We expect o be hauling wood out forecast called for showers of mixed snow and sageisclear. 
of there in the spring of 1989," a Skeena Cellulose rain. 0 SCORPIO Financial matters are at issue. There is potential Oct. 23.Nov. 21 for increasing income and thereby improving 
the economic outlook. 
SAGITrARIUS A burst of self.confidence boosts your ego and 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 brings a fresh outlook on personal undertakings. 
Reach out. 
CAPRICORN Confidential matters need attention. Tapping , 
Dee. 224an. 19 into your inner resources sheds light on how to 
dealwith aperplexing problem. • . . . . .  
AQUARIUS A change in organizational structure brings new 
n msociation ou've nurtured since con l ea_  ~n. l : t l k .  IlR life to  a Y " 
A "Walk-About" was just one of many events during the ICBC CounterAttacK youm cun- 
ference "Wheels to Awareness" held here last November. Above, Terrace RCMP constable 
.... Ken Harkness uses an effective tool to describe what  can happen to those who drin k and 
drive. 
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~: Nocharges will be laid follow- 
in gan:at tack  on a young girlby 
a: dog tied up outside Northern 
D~ugs. The owners o f  the dog, 
h0We~,er, have been warned Of 
theii~ liability if a similar event 
occurs in the future. 
According to Terrace animal 
control officer Frank Bo~vsher, 
the incident occurred shortly 
after 6 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 27 
When a young boy with his dog 
on a leash headed owntown to 
do some shopping. He tied the 
dog outside Northern 
and.shortly afterward 
ran up to the dog and 
. . . .  - ,  
• i9 . . . . . . . . .  " ' .  " r ~ -  *Terrace R view--Wednesday,November 22, 1989 : 
:keep pets under control 
Drugs, 
the girl 
was at- 
tacked. It's not that the dog was 
vicious, says Bowsher, it was 
just:a matter of a dog in un- 
familiar surroundings being ap- 
proached too quickly by a 
stranger. 
It was an unfortunate inci- 
dent, says Bowsher, but at the 
same time it may be a timely 
warning to all dog owners who 'federal aw, according to Bow- 
like to take their petsf()r a walk. sher, is that a dog is allowed its 
The dog owner must have con- first bite and is destroyed on the 
trol of the animal .e[t all times, second. Depending on the 
Fat; this reason zt zs dlegal to.Ue: s.everity of the attack, however, 
up, o r  in effect temporarily this is not always the case. Any 
abandon your pet.- In the inci- "time an animal •is determined 
dent described above, it was for- vicious it can be shot on sight - -  
tunate for everyone that  the even though it may have been a 
girl's injurie s were minimal. If loving friendly pet for years - -  
the injuries had been more and there are city bylaws that 
serious, the owner could have cover these situations. 
been charged and the dog may Even with these existing laws, 
have been destroyed, though, Bowsher says there is a 
The basic rule of thumb under move towards making them 
more precise and with more 
severe penalties. In the future, 
there could be fines as high as 
$500 for local dog owners who 
are not in control of their pets. 
We've been luckyso far; says 
Bowsher. We haven't had any 
serious injuries.., but that 
doesn't mean we won't. Terrace 
is growing, he explains, and with 
that growth there has been in in- 
flux of larger dogs. Because of 
this, Terrace could soon follow 
an example set by the City of 
White Rock. White Rockrecent- 
ly "beefed up" their bylaws, 
bringing a rapid halt to dog- 
relating problems in that com- 
munity. 
We've 
Touched 
the Heart of 
Someone 
You Know. 
B.C. Heort  
Foundat ion 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Those Ads appear in the more than 90 Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community NewspapersAssodatlon 
and reach more then 1;4O0,o0o homes and a potential two mlflion readers. 
• , - :  
Auromm . 
Books wanted ^=o 
by Ch- lid cam, trucks, nK~odhonle8, boats. 
Cd Mr. Price (on~), (6O4)434- 
Deve lopment  ,=o. . 
C e n t re o, - lease retml~ 1989Dodge Cam- 
• van,7.passenger; 198gAerostar 
XLT; 1989 Tq:)az, loaded; 1988 
A~qyone clearing out titles in BnxK~XLT. Ca]l(x~led, 1-(604)- 
their personal library is invited ~s.42Ol, DidCHa~0ld, S:a0a:m.- 
8:80p.m. DI.BS~. 
to take  children's books that 
would otherwise be discarded to  produae only. Further info call 
the Terrace Child Development BOb Lange~ 534-3277. Win: 
Centre. _ ¢b~k Ford langley. DbTSS. 
Administrator Margot Hayes No money down OA.C. Lease/ 
says 'the center is starting a ~ any mw/umad mr W truck. 
Deal direct with fadcry broker. 
book-loan l~rogram for its pre- Cell ¢olect NOW. (604)250- 
school clients. They're trying to 6eeS.D60~. 
build up a library. 
START YOUR OWM IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, oven spare 
l~e. No money or expedence. 
81nee 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade Wodd Trade, ¢o Cdn. 
S~d Boe~e, ~.  0e~ W,  
1~40 Bek,y Rd. N. #1, Sca~oor- 
ough, Ontsdo M1H 1H4. 
Edmonton Company seeks dis- 
Ir~utom~ agents. F.x~ng con- 
tact Super Impmssk=~ Enter- 
I:dsse, 11916-129 Avenus, Dept. 
1001.1-(403)451-0740. 
For further information, call 
635-9388. 
Correct ion 
A typographical error on page 
17 of the Nov. 1 Terrace Review 
indicated that 115 people had 
.enrolled in a camp attendant 
training program operated by 
the Terrace Ant i -Pover ty  
Group. 
The correct figure is 15. 
Selt~pdng Island bua]neu for 
gab. Flsslamant licensed for 101, 
da]Ivery and 8-room he(el. 
locatlon on lhe Idand. 5- 
•a/ ta r  base. Phone (604)537-g782 er 6 p.m. Box 962, Ganges, 
B.C. V05 lEO, 
Reluctant ea]e. Hl0h Volume busi- 
for h da, r, A .a. 
One of the h~hesl in Western 
Canada. Convenience store Io- 
catsd In superb downtown lace- 
lion. Pdcad to sell For morn de- 
lags call Ken m (403)852.5610 or 
852-4179 evenings. 
Stained glass hobbyists. 
and mc L Ord  
your s~ined glass supplies by 
mall and save 30% to 60%. To 
order your 100 page catalogue 
send ~S. (Ref,ndaUe); The G,aes 
Place, 58 ~o-Anne. Points. 
Claim, Quebec. HgS 4P8. Visa/ 
MC orders, ~dl 1-800-363-7855. 
Pat lnemh~ln  rsve- 
University - -  
cont inued f rom page 14 
Prince George a few weeks ago 
and it now appears that every- 
one is back on the same track. In 
part, Strachan was quoted as 
saying, "We're tired of branch 
plants in the north." In other 
:words, we want a head office 
here instead. 
This short history may or may 
not have helped, but maybe it 
will get the adrenalin flowing. 
Residents in the north should 
take a strong stand on develop- 
ing a Tree-standing university in 
the north.. ,  regardless of 
whether it 's the Dalhoff model 
or some other acceptable for- 
mat, And residents in the North- 
nue proven IXOpadles or venture 
caplaJ Investment with high re- 
Ium potenlla]. Box 4221, Station 
0, Calgary, Ab. T2T 5N1. 
(403)244-8561. 
:west should be more than just a 
$97,500. YEARLY "HIDDEN" IN 
little interested in seeing that we YOUR COMPUTER? YESI Top 
fitequitably into whatever con- expn  reve  e easy  ts. 
cept zs adopted. Wdle today ~ (Free) Repodl 
To be.Bin with, how about an W~,211A-470Grenvb, Van- muver,B.O, VSC 1VS. . 
approprmte nmne? The contest BIJ~NIESSP~HAL8 
closes March 1, 1990 and the 
winner will be announced short- Dlm~? No ~nsenlof spouse 
ly after. Your best offerings o¢¢omappearanm, Just S-lS weeks. 169.o5 plus o=ele. Free 
should be submitted to the llereture, same eystem ebce 
University Society, P,O. Box 1970. As heard on CKI~. DI- 
846,  Prince George, B.C. ~ .  201-1252 B~rard, Van¢ouvm' 1-687-2900. Fran- 
V2L 4"I"7. . . . .  ddees available. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additionalword) 
Terrace Review at 635.7840 
I 
BUSlI~SS PERSONALS l FOR SALE MISC. 
creetswingerellLadlssadalreell 24'X74'X4', natural gas homed, 
Exdting dma]ls.-$2. Amanda, Equipmenttendedngdeta]laand 
eta. 1, Box 4915, MPO, Vancou- ph(dogrsphe ofpo01 In operation 
vet, B.C. VSB 4A6. can be obtslnad by contscllng: 
Rick Hume, Town d ,~mithere, 
LOVENEST.'ORDER BY MAIL" Box 879, Smllhem, B.C. V0J 2N0, 
- Lovers' Toys, BexyNovelllaa.- 847-~251. 
- $4. o :k~ catslogue. Love Noel, 
161 East 1st. Street, North Van- GARDENING 
couver, B.C. V7L 1132. (604)987- 
117.5. See this ad every otber QardeningSale. Save big on a]l 
weeK. your 7ee~ and hydroponk: 
n da. save uptake% 
on Rod~vod Ha]idea from $I 42. 
Call Toll Frse 1-800-658-5619. 
FREE: i98g guide I0"~ly-at- Free S I~ Pmgnm~ Weslem 
home conespondance Diplon~ Water Farms. #103, 20120-64th 
mumee for pmsligk~ careers: Ave~ Langley, BC V,~ z,4P7 
Accounting, Nrconditloning, 
Beck kee~ng, Bualnees, Cceme- HELP WNfl-r.O 
tology, Bectrenk:s, Lega]/Medl- 
cal Secretary, Psychology, 
Travel. "Granton (aA) 258" Singlss/COUldee:Complete gay. 
Adelaide.Worn Toronto 1.800- emmenl-aRxovedBuild~ Man. 
950-1972. agora Correspondence Cedlfl- 
outs course for apt~/condo~/ 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR PI- 
ANO OR ORGAN. New homo 
study course. Fast, easy method. 
Ouara~eadl FREE infonnalion. 
Wdte: Studio 30, 8284 Bouchede 
Road, Kelowna, B.C. V1Z 2H2. 
START A NEW CAREER! Le~un 
Income Tax Preparation or Basic 
~plng ,  Tax deduc,ble cer- 
tificate courses. For free bro- 
churss, no obligation: U & R Tax 
Sen, ices, 205-1345 Pembina 
Hwy, Winnipeg, Manitoba. R3T 
2116, 1-800-665-5144. Also on- 
quke about exclusive franchise 
teMtodes. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
1982 D8L $115,000., 1980 DgH 
$89,000., 1976 DgH $49,500, 
• 1981 D7G $98,000., 1981 950 
$72,500, 1970 966C $29,500., 
1980 998B $195,500., 1985 
TD25G $145,000., 1975 931 
$16,500., 1981 NW 500 Dradine 
$95,000. Phone (604)596-7611. 
Fax (604)598-36al. 
FOR 8ALE MISO 
Llghtlng flxturee. Western Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avml. 
able. Hodmm Llghling Centre, 
4600 East HasUngs St, Bumaby, 
~/5C 2K5 Phone (604) 299- 
LIGHT FIXTURES, elecldc~ 
motors, generators, phase con. 
vertsre, transformers,fans, wold. 
ere, widng materials. Phone for 
free literature FRIESEN ELEC- 
TRIC..akb(Xdc, d (604) 8,59-7101 
or 1-800-663-6976 
Warehouse full of new and used 
desks, chelrs, file coblnets, crofts 
supplies, household furniture, 
anliq, es and c~bc~01es, whole. 
sa]a and reta]l. Mere{own Liqui- 
~l&o~,L3~366~112rope dal. Burnaby. 
Computers. Low low Vancouver 
on rmme brsnd compulers. 
Eledronlcs, Box 674.35, Unit O, 
Vancouver, B.C. VSW 3"1"5. 
hard-to.get Ingrecllents, kits to 
learn ew oulalnea. For frse n~Jl- 
ordar brochure wdte to Really 
Coofdngl 421-810 West Brcad- 
way, Vancouver, VSZ 4(39, 
rhsei/mini-~orage, Guaranteed 
Placement Asdstanse. RMTI, 
901-700 W. Pander, Vancouver, 
B.C. (e04)e f-e456, 
Innovallve profasslonal almos- 
phore where our gedald~ resident 
.is p me =n rr,. sa ry anU 
veneflts B.C.N.U. equiva]enk Call 
the Bulkley Lodge (604)847- 
4448,Smithers, B.C. 
Ovemeas posillom. Hundreds of 
top-paying poslUons. NI occupa. 
lions.. AUradive benefits. Free 
details. Oversea Employment 
Services, Dept. CA,. Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Ouob~c:,~H3P3C7. 
Peopb wanted for pleasant ele- 
phone work. Incoming calls only. 
Very reasonable progrsm. Guar- 
anteed salary. No experience 
necessary. Accommodalion and 
transportation available. Excel- 
lent opportunity. 1-604-547-6630 
any~me. 
Automotive T chnldan w~ auto. 
marie transndsslon background 
required by G.M. Dealership. We 
offer good Working conditions and 
flat rate pay with excellent Ixmus 
plan. Benefit package Includes 
medical and dental. II you are 
.qualified, please contact Deloy 
Kaupp, Service Manager alter 
9:30 a.m; Mon-Fd st 795-9104 
colleof. 
PHYSIOTHERAPISTS. The Wik 
Item J. Cadzow Hospital, Lag lit 
Biche. We need youll We ate an 
accredited 100 bed houpital, eitu- 
sled 135 miles nodheasi d Ed- 
monton In the beautiful lakeland 
tourist region. The successful 
applicant will be responstble for 
assessment and trsstment of In- 
patients and out-pationts i  avery 
acliva dapadment. You will Gain 
valusUe experience at our 
taJ which will asslst you In the 
future. If you are lhlnldng d an 
exalting change consider Lac IJz 
Bkhe. We offer:. Relocation In- 
centive program of$1,000. plus 
$.50/mlle up to anolher $1,000.; 
generous continuing educeUon 
end Irmendse ~pp0~unitles; q>. 
podunkies to develop leademl~p 
eldlla. Interested applic~nts 
should call ¢ogecl or wdle to: 
Mre.Monica O'Gomlan, Dinmlor 
of Patient Send¢es, Willem J. 
Cacizow HoqdlM, P.O. Box 507, 
I.ao in Biche, AB, T0A 200. 
(403) eee~4o4. 
r .m,w  o 
REGISTERED NURSES. The Work m home. Earn up to f~X), 
William J.¢adzow Hmpitsl, Lao per day. Take cells for publbher. 
La Biche, We need youll We are Peopb call you. (604)538.0036, 
mlacoredited 100 bed hmpitM, extension 12, 2081-140 Street, 
~ualed 135 miles nodbeam of Edmonton in the beautiful lake- Wh,e Rod(, B,C. V4A 41-18. . 
land toudd region. We have pod. 
lions available onOB, Medical, RESORT HOTEL, BANFF, AL- 
Pedlalrim and Long Te~m Care BERTA. Seeking ant l~Je~ 
Units. You will gain valuable ox- peoide to workln-Housekeeplng 
perleree at our hoq~tal which will uepanmenll Subsidized accom- 
ass~ you in the future. If you are .modaUon available. Respond to: 
thinking of an excil[n0 change inns of Banff Park, Box 1077, 
conslderLacLaBiche.Weoffen Banff, AB. TOt. 0CO. Phone: 
P~mh]p  odentsUon; mloca- (403)762-4581, 
lieu Ir¢enllve program d $1,000. . H CEIl • 
plus $.50/mlle up to another 
$1,0oo.~ vak~e memb.~p on O~ 
our ~un~ng Team; generous 
¢onllnulng educatlon and In- ARE YOU A SEMI-GRAD? 
seM¢e opportunities; opponunl- Semlahmo SemndaW is having 
Uee to develop Ioadorship a]dlls, its 50111 anniversay calebrsUon, 
interested applicants hould call May 18-20, 1990. If you wich to 
coae~orwdtsto: Mm.MymMao. parUd~e,~ontad:~b~ 
NellI, Directo¢ofNuming, VVilllam Numni Assodalion, 1273 Fir 
507,LacLaBiche, AB, TOA2C0. or phone 0:30-1:30 i . , .h  
(403)  4404. .: (s04) s-7s : 
PETS & LIVESTOCK 
Nemloopa Thla Week a twice i/ImrBmeee pot beUlad pigs. 
weekly tabloid requires a senior .Happy, hoal~,reoMered breed. 
reporler to work with the editor in m0 or pot rock. 8 yeer oid mab 
leading a busy staff. Candidate Llama Mlrdature, 8k:llan, tame 
must have'two years experience Jack Donkey. Phone 498-2128. 
and be wel vetoed in layout. Send 
resume to Rob DeMons, Editor, REAL F.,RTAI"B 
#11-319 Vlctoda St., Kamloo~, ~ two bedroom eulte~ for B.C. V20 2A8.' monthly mntsl,:utillllee ~ ,  
$1500. Vi¢orla, call (504)881- 
DIETITIANS. The William J. 
Cadzow Hospital, LaG La Biche. 
We need youll We are an accred- 
ited 100 bed hoq:~lal, dlustad 1~ 
miles nodheasl "of Edmonton In 
the beautiful labeland louLM rs. 
glen. The successful can~date 
must be eligible for reglstllon with 
A.R.DA. One to two years of re- 
lated experience would be pro- 
letted. If you are IhbkJng d an 
exctlino change consider La La 
Blche. We off~. Nelocstlon In- 
centive program of $1,000. pl~ 
$.50/mile up to another $1,000., 
generous contInuing educallon 
end inaervim q:)porlun|tlee; op- 
podunitlesto developlaadom 
skills. Interested applicants 
should call coSeO~ or wd~ to: Mrs. 
Monica OGorman, Director of 
Patient Servk:ee, William J. 
Cedzow I -~at  P.O. BOx 507, 
Lm= La BUle, AB, T0A 2(:0. 
~T~r~l  RV. T ~  for 
e ~ t  R.V. Dealer h~:to- 
B.C, VSl. a,.~a. 
3310. 
Retirement prope~eo, Ashcroft, 
ca.d~ Creek, Kamloo~. Dry di- 
mine, r e ~  pdmd. Conlacl 
Dave or Senfod, Inland Re~y, 
322 ,Seymour St, Kaml0Ol~ B.C. 
V2C 2(32 (604)374-80~2. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury dales. 
Joel A. Wener, tdal awyar for 21 
years, Cd coils.or, (604)735- 
5500, Vancouver. n no rs¢overy, 
no lee. No Yukon enqulrlee. 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Call 
Dale Carr-Harrb- 20 years a Idal 
lawyer with five yearn medical 
school before law. 0-669-4922 
(Vancouver). Ex~rbncad in 
head Injury and other major 
clelms. Percenlage fees avalk 
.Air brakes coume $60. Truck, 
DUe, van Imlning. Ful course or 
houdy rantals. F-.nqu~ about our 
new cefllflcalion program. Bum- 
aby. B.O. 291-2255, Suerey, B.C., 
581-7594. 
Psychic Counseging by Mail. 
Exparbnced. Caring. FJfedlve. 
Made Kath, Box 1758, 8in. A, 
Camelion Iookingforonespec~l Vancouver, B.C, V6C 2A7. 
woman In each small town to (=or. TRAVEL 
nor the mad(el in sheer, non-run 
holsery & sterling silver Jewelry. ' " "  VICTORIA, B.C. - THE 
Pull or pad41me. Tra]ning pro. ADMIRAL MOTEL °'"'Fine ao- 
vkled.Callcofbcl(604)987.0409, commodation overlooking the 
(604)687-0510 or write: #802, beeuliful Hadmur. I-locB#,eepi~ 
B c, uni,, role. 
W82L=. " friendly, personal altenlkm from 
" '~ family ewner¢ CAA reeonP 
mandad, 257 BellsvNe eL, Vlcto- 
Servk:e Advisor. M.SA, Ford rla, B.¢.VeVlX1(604)~)8.6267 
Soles requires a eendce adv~r 
for the uMce dopadmenl, WMCrF.D 
N~c(Mord.The suc~mdul can- Business wanl~l In B.C. Hus. 
didats muel hove eq0edeme as a I)and/~e team. Mold campale, 
~n,'be wdler and be fandllar with 
ruble. Only have 0100,000, D.P. 
g.~oL~f ~ ~ ) 3 :  ""-" i AB.T2N3M2.1516"21 Slreet, N.W. CalOIW, 
L"  " 
1989 " -  ~'* . :  1 . . . . . . .  
CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AID DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per, 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
$25,000 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
Davld at 635-4818. tfnc 
• High Profile Business 
• Proven Success 
• High retum on investment 
• Formal Training 
• Ongoing Support 
• Min. investment $93,000 
~SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
is looking for a 
CENTRAL SUBSTITUTE 
DISPATCH SECRETARY 
if you are a congenial, dynamic self-starter, and you 
are interested in working part-time (6:00 a.m. to 9:00 
a.m., Monday to Friday), we have a ten month position 
(September - June) for you! Your primary function will 
make you responsible for the orderly dispatching and 
callout of substitute teachers. You will be working with 
a Macintosh Computer. You will be required to exer- 
cise your filing and record keeping skills and you must 
be able to type at least 60 w.p.m. Your telephone man- 
ner and public relation skills will also be important at- 
tributes. 
This is an exciting, newly created position and we are 
anxious to have the successful applicant commence in 
the position as soon as possible. Salary ranges bet- 
ween $10.92 - $12.56 per hour, and a $.60 per hour shift 
differential will apply during the hours of 6:00 a.m. - 
8:00 a.m. 
Please send applications to: Bruce Greenwood, Direc- 
tor of Personnel Services, School District No. 88 (Ter- 
race) 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C., VSG 3E9. 
Phone: 635-4931. 11/22c 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
INVITES APPL ICAT IONS FOR 
CLERK III 
Northwest Community College has an immediate 
opening for a Clerk III in Computing Services. This is a 
full-time, continuing appointment commencing as" 
soon as possible. The salary will be in accordance with 
the College agreement with the B.C.G.E.U. Clerk III 
scale. 
Duties: Provide support and back-up for the following 
functions. Data Entry for the Administrative Division, 
Switchboard/copier/mailroom. 
Education: Secondary School graduation preferred or 
equivalent combination of work, education and ex- 
perience. 
Skills: A well developedability to meet and deal polite- 
ly with the public and good general knowledge of office 
procedures and pract!ces. Ability to type at a minimum 
speed of 50 wpm and ability to transcribe dictation for 
a dictaphone machine at an acceptable rate. A 
minimum key entry Speed of 10,000 keystrokes per 
hour is required. 
Experience: A minimum of three years clerical ex- 
perience with a minimum of one year experience with a 
multi-line switchboard, and data entry experience suffi- 
cient to produce a key entry speed as detailed above. 
The closing date for applications is December 4, 1989. 
Applications and resumes should be sent to: Manager,  
Human Resources, Northwest Community  College, 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2. 11/22c 
Journeyman carpenter available fo.r 
work. Have own tools and transpoh 
tatlon. Phone 635-3101. 11129p 
RUMMAGE & BAKESALE 
November 25, 1989 from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Place: Terrace 
Neighborhood Public Market 
4539 Greig Avenue (next to 
Terrace Review). Proceeds 
going towards Native Adult 
Basic Education students 
graduation. 11/22p 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
One S6.1n~h Franklin fireplace, small 
airtight wood stove, various and 
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rain cap and plenum, between two 
and three cords of mixed birch, 
alder, Jackplne and hemlock 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entire packago, $200. Call 635-7840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, ask for 
Mike. tfnp 
DIAPERS INDISPOSABLE- Form 
fitting, 100 percent cotton flannel- 
ette with adjustable velcro fasten. 
ere. Exclusive extra absorbent 
center. Environmentally friendly, 
time-saving, comfortable and 
economical. Phone 638-1204. 12/6p 
Outdoor table with umbrella, $65. 
Phone 635.4144. 11129p 
MUST SELL --  1988 GMC )A-ton 4x4, 
350 cu.lnch, automatic, tilt, cruise, 
21,000 kms., very clean. Asking 
$21,500 OBO. Phone 635-5088. 
11122p 
TERRACE DRUGS 
All fixtures must 
be sold. Phone 
Alan Dubeau at 
635-7274 
R.S.F. HaS wood stove, almond, in 
use six years. Includes screen for 
fire door, long handled shovel and 
poker. Reason for sale -- putting In 
a gas fireplace. Asking $550. Phone 
635-2992 after 7 p.m. i 11129c 
Pine hill mobile home wood stove 
complete with flue and chimney In. 
cluding all Installation hardware, 
$600 firm. Also Hitachi automatic 
washer In good shape, $150; and 
floral hide-a-bed with matching 
chair, $175. 1978 Thunderbird 
2-door, excellent condition, new rub- 
ber and exhaust system, 60,000 
original kms. $3,900. Phone 
638-2077. 11129p 
lO'xg2' addition (Joey shack) for 
mobile home. Fully Insulated and 
wired. Asking $1,400. Phone 
635-2009. 1112gp 
8'x12' storage shed. $750. Phone 
635-2009. 11120p 
24.1ndt else/de range, one year old, 
$400. Phone 635.2009. 11129p 
Washer and dryer In good running 
condition. $250. Phone 635-2009. 
11129p 
Four winter radial tires; P185180113. 
Used one season, studded, bal- 
anced and mounted on GM 5-hole 
rims. Fit Sunblrd Or equivalent. Ask- 
Ing $400. Phone 638-0240 af~ter 4:30 
p.m. or on weekends. .- 11129p 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft. 
Highway 16 and Kalum Lake Drive. 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downstairs and upstairs offices. 
Reasonable rent. To view contact: 
Karrer Holdings 
847-4440 
MOUNTAiNVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally locate'd, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
•site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
.facilities and parking. 
FOR RENT 
. ,  1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close todowntown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apadments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
- -  - -  I 
638-8398 ,r. 
Write or call: , 
United Buy & Sell ^ .  
3057 Grandview Hwy. 
Vancouver, B.C. VSM 2FA FOR RENT 
(604) 430-9200 OR LEASE: . 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
[ 'FITNESS INSlrRUClrOIII$ " further information CL 
I ~ ReOUIRED phone 635 3355. 
IPoy will be $9.90 to $14.01 
Iper hour depending on 
|qUalifications. Phone Elaine WANTED TO RENT 
lo t  the Terrace Parks and' - 
IRecreotion Deportment, HouselDuplexlAr,artm(Drt f~)r ( ,-- III e ,vitl 
IMondoy to Friday, 8.30 p.m. Contact Debble: Mt)ncl~y to F ' :hi t, 1~:3( i,o,,!o at 638,4409, 
l i t  I I I  I I I  I 
ASSIFIEDS 
per 
/ l /Ap rt ent for couple with small child. 
t t l : o day t  riday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
fll i '1 
I I ~ 
i~: ~ ~i 
, I  
I I 
- k r  
. Ter race  Rev iew-  Wednesday, NOVember22:]989 f2i -: 
D 
FOUND- -  Man's Accura watch. 
Engraved on the back, "To Christian 
from Dad, Feb.189". Phone 635-2756 
evenings to claim. 11122nc 
Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available, phone 
838.8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup. 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from g to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p,m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 11129p 
Wanted Misc. 
Looking for  a purebred female 
American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers to breed with a purebred 
male American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers. Phone" 635-7840, ask for 
Mark. 11129p 
PESTICIDE 
USE PERMIT 
'Canadian National Railway has 
been granted a Pesticide Use 
Permit to control weeds. 
Permit No.: 107-078-90/92 
Permit Holder:. Canadian Na- 
tional Railway, Engineering, 
#602 - 299 Victoria Street, 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C., V2L 5B8. 
Phone: 565-8343. 
Purposes:Prevent fouling oilthe: 
ballast, control noxious wei~ds 
and fire protection for signal ap- 
pliances and tank farms. 
Application Method: Ballast 
-Hyrail spray truck; Noxlous~ 
Weeds . Backpack sprayer or ~ 
hyrail spray truck; Signal Ap- 
pliances and Tank Farms 
.-Pellets (hand broadcast). 
Location: CN Rallway's Right of 
Way between Smlthers, B.C. and 
Prince Rupert, B.C. and between 
Terrace, B.C. and Kitimat, B.C. 
Herbicides: Round-up - glypho- 
;sate, Karmex . diuron, Glean 
• chlorsulfuron, Spike 5G -tebuth. 
luron and Simmaprim 80W . 
slmazlne. 
.Project earliest, commencement 
date: 1 June 1990 
,Project latest completion date: 
31 October 1992 " - " 
Copies of the permit and maps 
may be examined in detail 'at: CN 
Station 4531 Railway Avenue, 
Terrace; B.C. from 20 November 
to 22 December 1989 from 9:00 
a.rn. till 4:00 p.m., Monday to Fri. 
day. 
For additional information, con- 
tact Patrick Egan, Technical 
Support Engineer. 11/22o 
TENDERS 
Miscellaneous goods for sale by 
tender. For more Information 
contact: Canada Customs, 
Room 105, Federal ~Building, 
Prince Rupert, B.C, 627-3005. 
Bids accepted until 16:30 Friday, 
December 1, 1989. 
, , i  i 
( •  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
PULPWOOD AGREEMENT 
Forest Act ~ 
(Section 34) 
TAKE NOTICE that interested 
persons are Invited to submit 
oneor more applications tothe 
Minister of Forests for a non-re. 
placeable pulpwood agreement 
with a term of 25 years, utilizing 
wood residues, pulp logs, pulp 
quality timber stands and decid- 
uous stands from all or part of 
Pulpwood Area~ No. 17. 
The maximum annual volume of 
pulp •quality timber stands 
available for harvest in the 
Pulpwood Area is as follows: 
Kalum (north) TSA 100,000 mJ; 
Kalum (south) TSA 40,000 mJ; 
Kispiox TSA 250,000 mJ; Bulkley 
TSA 0 mJ; Morice TSA 75,000 mS; 
• Lakes TSA 75,000 rpJ; TFL51 
11,000 mJ; TFL 1 72,()00 m ~= 
The primary objectives of a 
pulpwood agreement are as 
follows: (a) to create employ, 
ment and community stability; 
and (b) to utilize in a Mill, wood 
fibre that is not being utilized by 
existing mills. 
Applications must be received 
by the Minister of Forests at Vic- 
toria, B.C. on or before 15:30 
hours on February 15, 1990, and 
Include a proposal for conti- 
nuance, expansion or establish- 
ment of one or more Mill(s). 
Complete applications will be 
available for public viewing for a 
period of 4 weeks beginning on 
March 1, 1990, at the offices of: 
Timber Harvesting Branch 
Ministry of Forests 
1450 Government Street 
Victoria, 8.C., VSW 3E7 
Phone: 387-8472 
Regional Manager 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
3726 Alfred Street Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847-7545 
Bulkley Forest District 
Ministry of Forests .... _ . . . . .  
3793 Alfred Avenue 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847-7555 '~ 
Kalum Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
310. 4722 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 
Phone: 638.3290 
Klsplox Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
West Highway 62 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO 
Phone: 842-6581 
Lakes Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
185 Yellowhead Highway 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 
Phone: 692-7515 
Morice Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
3429.10th Street 
Houston,, B.C. V0J lZ0 
Phone: 845-7712 
A public hearing will be held in 
Smithers starting May 9, 1990, 
by the Minister of Forests, or his 
designate. Any person may 
make a submission respecting 
these applications. Persons in- 
tending to make a submission 
must notify the Ministry of 
Forests and supply 10 copies of 
their submission to the Minister 
at 1450 Government Street, V.ic- 
torla, B.C. V8W 3E7, at least 14 
days prior to the hearing date. 
Applications forms and further 
particulars may be obtained 
from: Timber Harvesting Branch, 
Ministry of Forests, 1450 
Government Street, Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 3E7 or Regional 
Manager, Prince Rupert Forest 
Region, Ministry of Forests, 3726 
Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, B.C. 
V0J 2M0. 11/8 & 11122c 
I 
: :   Time to hire a new worker? 
Use the classified adsl 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
The Delmas Co-0peratlve 
Association in Masset, B.C. is 
soliciting tenders for ~weekly 
movement of freight from Ed- 
monton, Alberta to the B.C. Ferry 
Compound at Skldegate, B.C. 
Offers will be received before 
17:00 hrs, "December 8th, 1989. 
Commodities will Include: 1) 
Foodstuffs, dry; 2) Foodstuffs, 
fresh arid frozen; 3) Hardware 
Estimated volume -Two million 
Ibs. per annum. 
The transportation agreement 
will include: 1) A two year agree- 
ment - January  1st, 1990 
-December 31st, 1991.2) Carrier 
agrees to transport by motor 
vehicle as and when requested 
by shipper. All commodities as 
described. 3) Comply with Laws, 
Ordinancesi Rules and regula- 
tions. 4) The carrier at its costs 
and expense, shall provide 
motor vehicles and equipment 
for use in services which are 
adequate and satisfactory to the 
shipper and receiver. 
The Delmas Co-operative 
Association reserves the right to 
accept an offer which is deemed 
most advantageous. The lowest 
or any other offer will not neces. 
sadly be accapted. 
Address replies to: Delmas Co. 
operative Association, P.O. Box 
190, Masset, B.C., V0T 1M0. 
Freight Tender 
E. Woode 
General Manager 
II 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Reginald Edmund Smallwood 
a.k.a. Reginald Smallwood, 
deceased, late of Terrace, B.C. 
who died on April 11, 1989, are 
hereby required to send them to 
the undersigned Executor at Ter- 
race, Brttlsh Columbia, before 
the 20th day of December, 1989, 
after which date the Executor 
will distrubute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard to the 
claims of which it has notice: 
DONNA MAY GRAF 
BY: WARNER BANDSTRA 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
15-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
11/29c 
I 
PROVINCE OF r ( ~  
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
INVITATION 1;0 TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked 90-001 
for Janitorial Services Terrace 
Campus, (Administration build- 
Ing, Shops buildings and sur- 
rounding areas) for the period 
April 1990 to March 31, 1992 will 
be received up to 2:00 p.m. local 
time on the 20th December 1989 
and those available at that time 
will be opened in public at: 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE; 5331 McConnell 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tendering documents "may be 
obtained at the above address 
after 8:30 a.m. on November 
30th. Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. The 
lowest or any Tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
For viewing and or enquiries 
contact: Mr. Peter Crompton, 
Facilities Manager at the above 
address Phone 635-6511 local 
272. 11/22c 
I I I I t  
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked 90-000 
for Janitorial Services Terrace 
Campus, (Dormitories and Cafe- 
teria buildings only) for the 
period April 1990 to March 31, 
1992 will be received up to 2:00 
p.m. local time on the 20th 
December 1989 and those avail- 
able at that time will be opened 
in public at: NORTHWEST COM- 
MUNITY COLLEGE, 5331 Mc- 
Connell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained at the above address 
after 8:30 a.m. on November 
30th. Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. The 
lowest or any Tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
For viewing and or enquiries 
contact; Mr. Peter Crompton, 
Facilities Manager at the above 
address Phone 635-6511 local 
272. 11122c 
MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
OFFER FOR SURPLUS VEHICLES 
OFFERS: Plainly marked.on an envelope "Offer on O.T.P. #205" will 
be received by the Director, Central Services, Supply Management 
Services Branch, Purchasing Commission up to 2:00 p.m. December 
04, 1989, to purchase on an individual, combined or lot basis the 
following: 
Lot A: Unit #EH00470, 1978 Dodge Van B350 
Serial #C32BF8V737022, (frame damage) 
Lot B: Unit #EH00034, 1980 Dodge Van B350 
Serial #C32JTAX142301, (frame damage) 
Located: Provincial Ambulance Service, Region 2, Administration, 
262 - 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. Contact: Mr. Gerry Parrott, 
Superintendent, telephone 638-0271. 
Lot C: Unit #P3028, 1985 GMC Pick up 
Serial #1GTCT14BeF2527785 
Located: B.C. Buildings Corporation, 4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Contact: Mr. Darryl Hansen, telephone 638-3221. 
No guarantees or warranties are expressed or implied and all bidders 
must satisfy themselves as to the type, kind and/or condition of all 
vehicles advertised and the successful bidder(s) will be responsible 
for the removal of such vehicles. The successful bidder will be re- 
quired to have the unit(s) removed from the site within 10 days of~ 
notification of acceptance of his/her offer. 
The highest or any offer will not necessarily be accepted, but the 
bearer of the successful bid will be required to pay the 6% S,S. tax. 
The successful bidder must make full payment within 10 days of 
notification of acceptance of his/her offer otherwise the acceptance 
may be withdrawn and the deposit forfeited to the Crown. 
Director, Central Services 
Supply Management Services Branch 
4234 Glanford Avenue 
' , i ,  ~ ~:  i ~ ~ ViCtoria, B.C. V8X 4Y3 
DAVIS - -  Robert Edwin, passed 
away Nov. 20, 1989. "Bob" was born 
in Lethbrldge, Alberta Sept. 16,1919. 
He served In the Canadian Armed 
Forces and saw action In Belgium 
and Holland, retiring as a Captain In 
1946. Bob married Irene In England 
June 27/1945 and shortly thereafter, 
they returned to Canada. He was 
predeceased by Irene March 11, 
1979. In Jan. 1970 he brought his 
family to Terrace where he was ac- 
tively Involved in the Forest Industry 
as Manager of Pohle Lumber until 
his retirement In 1983. He was 
respected and loved by all who knew 
him. He Is suwived by his sons Alan 
(Heather), Clyde (Kerrle), Blake (Col- 
leen) and Todd; his daughters Ann 
Durent-(Earl), Holly Molnnes (Rod), 
Cathay Sousa (Ed), Carol Davis, 
Sherry McColl (Lee) and Lisa Davis 
(Dwaln); 18 grandchildren; brother- 
In.law and sister-in-law Ron and 
Joan Goldlng of Calgary, Alberta. 
There will never be anyone like him 
- -  our dear Dad ~ till we meet 
again. , 
A Memorial Service will be held at 
Knox United Church Thursday, Nov. 
23 at 2 p.m. In lieu of flowers, dona- 
tions to the Canadian Cancer BOcle- 
ty, Salvation Army or charity of the 
donor's choice would be ap- 
preciated. 11122p 
Prince Rupert Teen Mother~;' 
Residence requiree a staff person. 
This position Includes part time 
shift work. Preference will be given 
to applicants with related education 
and related experiences. Related 
areas Include social sciences, nutri- 
tion, nursing education and others. 
Send resume to Box 893, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3Y1. Applications 
close Dec. 4, 1989. 11129o 
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We're the ones 
ndd)er boo  
When it comes to conserving the 
environment, good intentions 
alone just don't do it. Action does! 
Some may talk about wetland 
conservation to save our 
continent's waterfowl, but Ducks 
Unlimited Canada is out there in 
the midst of the challenges making 
it happen. We're the organization 
equipped to handle the job, and 
we're always eager to join others 
prepared to get into appropriate 
gear. 
We've counted 306 species of 
birds and 73 species of land 
mammals that depend on healthy 
wetland environments inCanada 
for their survival. A host of other 
plants and animals can definitely 
be added to that list. So can 
humans. 
Try our boots on for size. 
Wade into the waters with us. 
I.)lKl~,,, LJnlimil~,d (,',,~,ld, I ,, 
Ca/I 1-eOO-eSS.0UCK 
f 
+.  • +,  . . - . 
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To start off, I want to tell 
you that next Saturday there is 
a bake sale at the Co-op by the 
ladies of the Skeena Valley Fall 
Fair. They are the best bakers 
in town, so don't miss it. From 
there you can go to the Annual 
Farmers Market Christmas Sale 
at the Arena Banquet room. 
Do you know that-this week 
is Canada Music Week? I 
didn't know, but I found out it 
was when I went to the recital 
at the Northwest Academy of 
Performing Arts, right here in 
Terrace on Nov. 15. 
Canada Music Week is spon- 
sored by the Canadian Federa- 
tion of Music Teachers. It's 
purpose is to encourage the 
composing of Canadian music 
and to have it heard. The main 
focus is on Canadian content. 
Concerts are being held all 
throughout Canada this week, 
m~d Terrace was no exception. 
Junior students of Marylin 
Davies, Jim Ryan and Tanya 
McKenzie displayed their skills 
and artistry on piano and 
various other instruments. 
Pupils ' " "+. . . .  parttctpatmg were Simon 
Phillips, Travis Murphy, 
Margot McKeown, Tim 
Phillips, Sorraya Manji, Zoe 
North, Simon Hilcove, Scottee 
Rutharn, Kevin Murphy, 
Patrick Phillips, Aisha Manji, 
Lara Tassaro, Gynette Gogag, 
Jennifer Zucchiatti, Erin Parr, 
Marco Nieto, T-Jay MacKenzie 
and Kelly MacNeill. The ac- 
companist was Bonnie 
'MacNeill. 
The really neat thing about 
this years concert was that 
three pices of music were com- 
posed by Terrace people and 
heard for the first time at the 
concert. Tim Phillips played 
"Fanfare and Dance" on the 
piano: an original composition 
by Terry Anderson. Marco 
Nieto played his own composi- 
tion, "A  Taste of Terrace", on 
guitar, and Erin Parr and Kelly 
MacNeill teamed up to play 
Jim Ryan's "Northern Calyp- 
so" on the piano. 
Despite the drenching rain, 
parents, brothers and sisters 
came out to listen. It was an 
enjoyable yeing. 
When Rene Le Blanc came 
home from church last Satur- 
day night, he was surprised by 
about 30 people, who had 
gathered in the basement of his 
home, to help him celebrate his 
60th birthday and his coming 
retirement from Alcan. I hear 
you all had a good time. Hap- 
py lBirthdayRene, and many 
Happy Returns. 
Ellsa Kinkead of Terrace and 
Jason Paquette of Stewart were 
united in marriage at the Ter- 
race Alliance Church onOc- 
tober 7, i989. 
Lighting the candles at the 
, Altar were Flo Kinkead. and 
Bits 'n" Pieces = -  ,oo, 
Judy Paquette, mothers of the 
Bride and Groom. Gently toss- 
ing pink rose petals from her 
hand-crocheted basket, seven- 
year-old Flowergirl Lisa 
Heinricks and her twin brother 
Michael as Ring Bearer started 
the procession. Lisa looked 
lovely in her •long dress of 
fuchsia taffeta, accented with 
white lace. Michael looked very 
handsome in his black tuxedo. 
They were followed by the 
Bride's Attendant, Naomi 
Akutagawa. Naomi looked 
beautiful in a strapless fuchsia 
taffeta dress. She wore elbow 
length white lace gloves find 
carried a white lace parasol, 
decorated with tiny dusty rose 
silk flowers. 
To the music of: "A Gift 
from God" by Kenney Marks, 
the Bride entered the church on 
the arm of her father Stan 
Kinkead. her gorgeous white 
satin gown had a lace scalloped 
V-neck, with a delicate white 
lace front and a beautifully 
flowing white satin train with a 
ruffled edge. The Bride also 
carried a white lace parasol, 
decorated with fuchsia, pink 
and white silk flowers. 
Awaiting her was the 
Groom, and Best Man John 
Richardson, both handsomely 
dressed in black tuxedos. 
Pastor Paul Mohninger, a 
friend of both families, trav- 
elled to Terrace from Osoyoos 
to perform the double.Ting ~ ~:=" 
ceremony. 
After the vows, the happy 
couple lit the Unity candle and 
signed the register. A tablecloth 
crocheted by the Bride's grand- 
mother adorned the table with 
the Register. 
After the church ceremony 
the couple went for a romantic 
ride in an open carriage, pulled 
by two black horses, with Nan- 
cy Nelson in classic attire 
holding the reins. 
The reception was held at the 
Kin Hut, where a delicious 
smorgasbord dinner was served 
to 150 guests. 
Mr. Paul Paquette, the 
Groom's father, was the Emcee 
for the evening. He started by 
welcoming the newlyweds into 
the family and as he finished 
his'speech, e left them with a 
verse from the Bible, Joshua 
24-15: but as forme and my 
house, we will serve the Lord. 
Next was the Bride's father to 
say a few words, and he also 
welcomed them into their fami- 
ly. Best Man John Richardson 
reflected on their friendship 
and the good times they had 
gone through together. The 
cutting of the wedding cake 
followed. It was a beautiful 
cake, made by Chrystal Lind- 
hout of Oliver, B.C. 
Paul Paquette then read the 
story of how the Bride and 
Groom met. It was done in 
falrytale form, and like all 
fairytales, it started with once 
upd~ a time. It talks about 
King Samsom, who is King 
over all the chickens in the . 
land, and his.daughter, the fair 
Princess, Chicken Little. While 
on their way to a feather con- 
vention at the Nass, she hears 
L 
this beautiful music deep in the 
Rosswood Forest. Walking 
towards the sound, she meets 
her man Jason Hood. They fall 
in love and live happily ever 
after. Rob Brinson Of Terrace 
entertained the guests with his 
songs, while playing the guitar. 
He was later joined by Heidi 
Davies. Mrs. Pat.Heinricks and 
Tim Paquette, both of Stewart, 
also sang, with Tim playing the 
' guitar. 
Out-of-town guests to the 
wedding were: Mrs. and Mrs. 
C. Hobbson, Mr. and Mrs. 
JOhn Lines and son Mark, Mr.  
and Mrs. Steve Ulrich, all from 
Prince George; Mr. and Mrs. 
Allan Kinkead from Chetwynd; 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Akers from 
Squamish; Mr. and Mrs. Greg 
Kinkead from North Van- 
couver; Grandmother Mrs. 
Nellie Kinkead from Smithers; 
Pastor and Mrs. Paul Mohn- 
inger from Osoyoos; Mr. and 
Mrs. Bert Lindhout from 
Oliver and Mrs. Donna Stoy- 
cheff from Ontario. 
The newlyweds pent heir 
honeymoon i  Disneyland and 
are now residing in Prince 
George. 
Last Saturday was a busy 
day in town. There were teas, 
bazaars and Christmas ales all 
over the place. I started by go- 
ing to the Arena banquet room 
where the Home-Based 
Business Fair and Sale was 
held. Although this group is in 
its infancy, I know that his sale 
will become very popular. It :~ 
has a lot of potential. 
From the Arena I went to 
the Happy Gang Centre tea 
and bazaar. This is a very 
popular one, and this year was 
no exception. The bazaar was 
held downstairs, and there were 
oodles of people milling about, 
buying all that good junk they 
just could not do without. 
There were tables with new ar- 
ticles, like the table with all the 
beautiful knitting and crochet, 
handmade tree ornaments etc. 
Personally I can never pass a 
table with good baking on it. 
So with my muffins and all the 
good junk, Iwant upstairs to 
have tea. The tea just hit the 
Spot and the fancy sandwiches 
and sweets were delicious. The 
ladies of the Royal Purple had 
given the Happy Gang 
members a hand by making the 
Sandwiches and helping out in 
the kitchen. The Happy Gang 
members were busy pouring tea 
and coffee and bringing the 
plates with the goodies around. 
It was a very busy place. 
From there I went to the 
Centennial Christian School for 
their annual tea and bazaar and 
it was just as busy there. While 
the grown ups walked around 
at the bazaar or had tea, the 
little folk were not forgotten. 
They had lots to do for all 
ages. Therewere long lineups 
for the Possum Shoot and the 
Fish Pond. No less popular was 
the Activity Corner, where the 
little people sat around the 
table, decorating cookies with 
• colorful icing and then eating 
them, •The' older kids were play- 
ing shuffle board and next to 
that was the Spotted Sucker 
place. For 25 cents the kids 
would take a sucker with pretty 
• spots on it, and if the bottom 
of the stem,was colored, then a 
+ . , : , "  
+ + +.  . 
EIIsa Klnkead, Jason Paquette: married October 7 in Ter- 
race Alliance Church. 
; :  ~ ~rl " f+- '  h + 
prize would be won. 
And then, of course, there 
was the annual Christmas ale 
at the Skeena Mall, Every time 
I go to one of those sales, I am 
amazed at the things people 
make in this town. We have so 
much talent out there. My feet 
became glued to the floor at 
the pottery place. Kay, Pat and 
Anne pi6dii+ce some neat 
+_ 
things. What makes their pot- 
tery so charming are the im- 
perfections. It is real homey 
stuff. Well, this was my Satur- : 
day how was yours? 
See you all again next , 
W~ednesday. Don't hesitate to 
call me at 635-2723 with your 
Bits ~n' Pieces. Have a great 
week. 
• BRITISH COLUHBIA  
RENTAL SUPPLY PROGRAM 
PHASE I I  
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
The British Columbia Housing Hanagernent Commission (BCHHC) 
invites proposals' for new rental housing projects in areas 
throughout the Province with. vacancy rates less than 296. 
The goal of the B.C. Rental Supply Program is to encourage 
projects suitable for families and seniors, which will remain in the 
rental market for a minimum of five years. Interest costs will be 
reduced for selected projects which meet Provincial objectives. 
Sealed proposals must be received by the British Columbia Housing 
Management Commission no later than 4:00 p,m., Friday, 
January 19,  1990.  i 
Information packages are available at the following BCHHC omces, 
or by calling Hr. Jack Herkley at 433-171 I. 
!1  BCHHC - Lower Mainland 
+ 1701 - 433.0 Kingsway 
Burnaby, B.C. V5H 4G7 
1BCHHC -Victoria ! ' : +i~ 
201 - 3440 Douglas Street : ' :+: + +:++~  :+  
, .~ : 
Victoria, B.C. VgZ 3L5 
I I  BCHMC - Interior 
, ;290  Nana imo Avenue West  
: :  Pentlcton, B.C. V2A INS: ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + : , :  : : : : ,  
. . . . .  ' . . . . .  Ii B :~u: ..... :. '. " . . .  + CHMC "PrinceGeorge ' 
': *+i+ + ::+ ' 305 -, 1488 4th Avenue 
:++ + Prince George, B.C. V2L4Y2 
• 1 - ' .Houmo .+VIA~&OItJ~NT 
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in: aVictbria hospital two weeks gradualweakening and wasting 
ago. The  optimism': and hap- Of the muscles that control body 
Piness~f;;hiS Short life•will;be movement. As this trend pro- 
eld:forever in the hearts of gresses;the Symptoms gradually 
friehds and:fa.mily, but for become worse, and ult imately 
most,+his passing Went un- the  victim's life is threatened. 
noticed; there were no big news, There is no cure: and there isno 
stories, no l fanfare. The youth way this devastating process can 
was a victim of muscular dys- be arrested. 
trophy and as is often the case in Muscular dystrophy affects 
this type of tragedy, the general about 20,000 Canadians today, 
public was unaware. • about one'third of whom are 
% 
,by  T0d Straehan 
The name muscular dystrophy 
in reality relates to about 40 
neuromuscular disorders which 
are generally inherited; they are 
not contagious. These diseases 
children. But anyone of any age 
can become affected, and 
although their life spans can be 
extended with appropriate or- 
thopedic equipment and medical 
procedures, a cure must be 
found. ~" 
Through funding from such 
Muks-kum.ol housing 
breaks more ground 
A new Muks-kum-ol housing 
project is underway. Located be- 
tween Pear and Sparks and 
halfway between Haugland and 
Weber, the 3.25-acre site will 
soon have 13 duplexes valued at 
$2.6 million under construction. 
Muks-kum-ol spokesman 
Danny Sheridan says site 
preparation and the installation 
of water, sewage and under- 
ground hydro services are cur- 
rently inprogress, with the work 
being done by .lack Oviatt Con- 
tracting of Kitimat. Construc- 
tion on the housing units 
themselves will begin early next 
year. The project is expected to 
be complete by mid-J990. 
Sheridan says the duplexes 
will add 26 rental units to the 
Muks-kum-ol Society's local ur- 
ban Native housing inventory, 
bringing the total number of 
units to 88. These will include 22 
apartments, 40 single dwelling 
houses and 26 duplexes located 
in various parts of  Teriace. He 
adds that the duplexes will bring 
the total value of new housing 
construction by  the society to 
$3.4 million since September, 
1988.  
groups as the Terrace and 
Thornh i l l  firefighters, the 
Muscular Dystrophy Associa- 
tion of Canada isable to provide 
more than just educational nd 
client services. The association is 
also able to fund ongoing 
• research projects, that one day 
will provide the answer. 
Terrace and Thornhill fire- 
fighters have been working hard 
for nearly 15 years trying to help 
researchers find a solution to 
this devastating disease, and last 
weekend many local residents 
helped. The annual "Boot 
Drive" is the only fundralsing 
project held by local firefighters, 
and last weekend the community 
generously .donated just over 
$5,754. Anyone who missed this 
year's drive, however, can still 
help by making a quick stop at 
the local fire hall or by giving a 
donation to one of the neighbor- 
hood volunteers. 
Next week, the Terrace 
Review will profile the brief but 
rewarding life of 16-year-old 
Kasai Parsons --  the Terrace 
youth who recently lost his bat- 
tle against muscular dystrophy. 
Kasai was a bright young man 
who made a significant d i f -  
ference to his community and 
peers and whose contribution to 
life will not be forgotten. 
MensWear . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Drug 
Awareness 
Week 
marked 
This is "Drug Awareness 
Week" --  an annual event hat 
highlights the need for in- 
dividuals and communities to 
take the first steps toward the 
prevention of substance abuse. 
by Ted Straehan 
Most people recognize the 
wide-ranging problems uffered 
by individuals, families, busi- 
nesses and the community as a 
whole because of alcohol and 
drug abuse. -These people also 
recognize that these problems 
are preventable and that educa- 
tion and public awareness can 
help to cultivate healthier life- 
styles in their community. 
But what these people need to 
ask themselves now is just exact- 
ly what have they done to make 
a difference. Drug Awareness 
Week is supported by pharma- 
cists, doctors, the RCMP and 
many others in our community, 
and if you are unable to answer 
this question these are the people 
who can help. Because if you 
recognize the problem, and the 
fact there are solutions, you 
musk .also recognize the. fact that 
every ~individual in the 'com- 
munlty has a responsibility to  
help. ' " 
~ ~L~ ¸  
send y urmar 
i : • 
wardrobe and 
 tmasgi  
problemSr packing 
with 30% savings 
at Ev's Mens Wear 
460S Lakelse Ave., Terrace - 63S-5420 
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Several volunteers were visible on the streets last weekend, 
among them Terrace fireflghter Andy Van Dyk and Thornhill 
firefighter Stephen Chapplow. It was the local firefighters' 
only fundraiser of the year and they raised $5,754.10. But if 
you missed the Terrace and Thornhill firefighters' annual 
"Boot Drive" you can still help. All proceeds wl!l go towards 
helping muscular dystrophy victims and finding a cure. 
Fine Dining 
~S~T T in quiet su_.rroundingsl 
5 p.m. 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
.k Polly's Cafo. 
~Chinese  & Western Cuisine 
"~- - J "~ Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m.  - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
:Sunday 12.'00 ll.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  .. . ~.,~ RESTAURANT ~.~ 
~.~P" Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~,~ 
ffjt~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 'l'i|'l~ 
{(~]~ Mcm-- Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  I0:00 p.m. ~ii~ 
I~ ._  Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  11:00 p.m .~s .  
Fri . Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;00 a.m. "~"~ 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-6111 
Copper 
Grill 
Terrace Hotel 685.6630 
For your dining pleasure we have expanded 
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. , 
Monday -- Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
SpeCializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
l ( ~ l  4606 Orolo Ave., for Take-Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
. . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . .  ' , .  . . . . .  ; "  ' " '  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  t 
Torrential rains Saturday put this section of Highway 37 by Williams 
Creek under three inches of water hours after this photo was taken, The 
most serious damage, however, occurred south of the Kitimat River 
Bridge where a 250-foot section of road shoulder 15 feet wide was 
undermined by the swollen river. A North Coast Road Maintenance 
representative said, " I t  will be a fairly major:repair JpbY West. of Ter- 
race a section of Highway 16 was closed for a few hours and the CNR_ 
had to repair about 100 meters of roadbed. 
Black and white bears to bracket council chambers 
when council approved a deal affair. Since the Kermodei affair,. 
Anyone who remembers Ter- 
race city council's woes with a 
donated Kermodei bear will 
• wonder at their wisdom of going 
for a black bear, But this time it 
will be different. They are going 
to pay for the mounting of the 
bear, and it looks like this time it 
will be a cut and dried deal. 
by Ted Straehan 
It was suggested by alderman 
Bob ~Cooper a few months ago 
that local Conservation Officers 
had a black bear in their posses- 
sion, and if they wished, council 
could have the hide. Nothing 
more was heard until Nov. 14 
that was made at least wo weeks 
earlier. Local historians won't 
be surprised at council's con- 
cluding the deal before formally 
approving it, however. The Ker- 
model's cousin is being mounted 
by Peter Martinson of Bornite 
Mountain Taxidermy; the out- 
spoken "loser" in the Kermodei 
As pets, they don't work well 
Orphaned bear cubs can be as 
cute and alluring as puppies, but 
there are definite dangers in tak- 
ing them in. 
by Ted Strachan 
First, you can never be sure 
they're orphaned; the mother 
could be nearby. And second, 
once familiar with humans they 
lose their natural fear and are 
• sure to become a menace when 
they grow older. Terrace Con- 
servation Officer Ken Hoffman 
advises, therefore, if you notice 
bear cubs that appear to be on 
their own, report them to the 
authorities before trying to 
make pets of them. 
In the last few weeks, four or- 
phaned cubs have been reported 
and two of these have been 
flown via Canadian Airlines In- 
ternational to new homes in the 
south. The first, a healthy 
youngster, was declared a 
nuisance after hanging around a 
Cedarvale farm house for about 
two  weeks and was trapped by 
conservation officers and ship- 
ped  to the Kitimat SPCA. The 
second, a runt bY comparison 
due to a mouthful of porcupine 
quills, was found by a Prince 
Rupert motorist and delivered to 
the Prince Rupert SPCA. 
Everything came together for 
these cubs due to  the co- 
Ol~ation of a number of 
0 t~ons .  The airlift effort 
wU coordinated by the Terrace 
conservation ffice with the help 
of Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
SPCA officials, and their airfare 
was donated by Canadian 
Airlines •International. The cubs 
were then welcomed by 
Monica's Wildlife Shelter in 
Surrey while a search for a per- 
manent home in a game farm or 
zoo continues. 
The difficult part in these 
situations, says Ken Hoffman, is 
insuring a happy future for the 
bear. He says they are better off 
in the wild than in a zoo, but a 
zoo is better than no future at 
all. The cub from Cedarvale had 
found a good source of food, 
but at the same time lost all fear 
of humans. This means it would 
probably have been necessary to 
shoot he bear next summer. The 
second bear, the one with a 
mouthful of quills, would prob- 
ably have died over the winter. 
As for the other two bears, 
reported as being orphaned in 
Doreen, they have disappeared 
and may have hibernated. In 
spite of donated time and 
transportation by the Environ- 
mental Youth Corps and VIA 
Rail, they haven't been found. 
And this, says Hoffman, is for- 
tunate. These bears may survive 
nicely in the wild and their 
future looks much brighter than 
• that of the two flown south. 
They can never be released; they 
will always rely on humans for 
their survival. 
Hoffman says this sort of 
situation doesn't arise often, but 
when it does he's glad to have 
the resources of dedicated 
volunteers available. He ex- 
plains that the SPCA offices, 
not unlike the Terrace and 
Thornhill animal shelters, are 
paid by their respective 
municipalities only for residen- 
tial animal control. When it 
comes to wildlife, these shelters 
rely on nothing more than public 
donations and the love the 
workers have for animals. He 
also recognizes the good cor- 
porate citizenship of both CAI 
and VIA Rail in these most re- 
cent incidents. 
Another airlift took place 
recently, and that one ended 
with the patient being returned 
to the wild. Marlene Loker of 
the Kitimat SPCA wrote the 
final chapter in that story when 
she transported a loon found in 
Terrace to Douglas Channel to 
see if it was capable of surviving 
in the wild.., and it passed the 
test with "flying" colors. A few 
strong strokes of the wings and 
the loon was airborne and 
headed south on its own. 
The loon was found on Hwy. 
16 east of Terrace by a passing 
motorist and delivered to the 
Terrace Animal Shelter where it 
received initial care. The bird 
had apparently mistaken the wet ~ 
surface of the highway for a 
stream and came to an  abrupt 
haltwhen it hit thehard ~urface. 
It's injuries, ~ however,, were 
minimal. 
For those of you who are new 
in town, a little history may be in 
order. In brief, a hunter on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands illegally 
shot and killed a Kermodei bear 
and took it to Martinson to have 
the hide preserved. Martinson, 
however, did the right thing. He 
turned the bear over to the Con- 
servation Office and the hunter 
was charged with his offence. 
But this is only the beginning of 
the story. 
Martinson claims he suggested 
to Conservation Officer Terry 
McGunigle that the hide be 
donated to the city and he would 
in turn donate his services to 
mount the bear. All he wanted 
was to put his name on his work. 
These facts were later confirmed 
by McGunigle, 
City administrator Bob 
Hallsor felt that everyone should 
have a chance at making an of- 
fur to mount the bear and 
phoned local taxidermists. One 
other taxidermist expressed an 
interest in the job and this left 
Hallsor with a dilemma --  how 
do you choose between two bids 
that are donations? Certainly 
not by normal tendering pro- 
cedures. But,it seemed there was 
a fair solution: Hallsor drew a 
name from a "hat" and Martin- 
son's competitor, Britton's Tax- 
idermy, won the draW. 
however, a For Sale sign has 
gone up |n~ front •.of Britton Tax- 
idermy and Bornite Mountain 
has the local market somewhat 
to itself. It's not surpri~ng then, 
that Martinson got the i'0b. To 
some it may be even less sur- 
prising that Martinson declined 
a suggestion that he donate his 
services and instead tendered a
price. 
Now back to the present. The 
black bear hide was delivered to 
Martinson and he began with the 
skinning, fleshing and salting 
process only to find out that an 
unidentified piece of the hide 
was missing. The cost for this 
exercise was $100. Since then a 
new bear has been found and the 
total cost for preparing this one 
for show will be $1,120 includ- 
ing skinning, fleshing, salting 
and mounting; standing on all. 
fours, front slightly elevated, 
head turned to the left. Yet to be 
added to this cost are the base on 
which it will stand and the 
casters which will provide the 
proud beast with a form of 
mobility. 
In about nine months this 
proud sentinel of the wild will 
grace council chambers and it's 
quite certain that from Martin- 
son's point of view, • as was the 
case with the hapless hunter who 
shot the Kermodei, justice has 
been served. 
NOTICE OF RATE INCREASE 
Chime Delivery, due to increased costs, must 
now announce rate increases as follows: From 
$3.00 basic in town 15roper to $4.00; Bench area 
past Halliwell $5.00; ThornhiU area from $5.00 to 
$6.00; and from $6.00 to $7.00 to obtlying areas. 
Basically we have found it necessary to add $1.00 to 
all trips. 
This is our first increase in six years. We ap- 
preciate the business of all our valued customers. 
. . . . . .  Ada Solowontuk 
, D.B.A. Chlmo Delivery 
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